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Charges dismissed against counselor Alexander
"This process had
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
to go to the extent we
Staff Writer
took it," the judge told
Local counselor Steven Alexander
the jury.
passed on pre-trial deals and mainFollowing a 90tained his innocence since being arrestclosed-door
minute
ed last year on nine misdemeanor
meeting with both
counts of practicing psychology withattorneys in his chamout a license.
bers, Ehlschide told
Special Judge Charles Ehlschide
the seven jurors the
agreed Wednesday that Alexander was
case was about two difinnocent on the first day of what was Alexander
ferent
perspectives.
expected to be a two-day trial in
Calloway District Court. The nine After reviewing a couple key state
charges were dismissed before the pros- . laws, Ehlschide said Alexander did
what he had authority to do as one cornecution rested its case.

ponent of a three-person interdisciplinary team that provides information in
disability hearings that determine
whether someone needs a guardian.
"His perceptive was one thing, the
judge's was another," Ehlschide said of
Alexander's work in the hearings over
which Calloway District Judge Jeanne
Carroll presided. Carroll was on the
stand as a witness waiting to be crossexamined when the attorneys retreated
to the judge's chambers for what would
be the final argument.
The case hinged on two definitions:
licensed professional clinical counselor

and licensed psychologist. Although the
psychologist description was longer, it
overlapped with some of the evaluations and practices a counselor is
allowed to perform.
"A rocket scientist with 12 degrees
couldn't figure out the difference
between a licensed counselor and a
psychologist," Alexander's attorney,
Mike Ward, said after the charges were
dismissed.
Ward said during the closed-door
meeting with Ehlschide and Assistant
County Attorney Jeff Roberts that the
nine cases, which determined whether

these people needed someone to legally
manage their financial and personal
affairs, involved mental illness.
Because these cases involved mental
illness, Ward said state law required a
"qualified mental health professional"
to be involved on the interdisciplinary
team, which also includes a physician
and social worker.
Alexander, 57, who lives in Murray,
operated three locations of Alexander
& Associates. Since his arrest, his damaged reputation and financial burden of

See Page 2A

Murray man
killed when
tractor struck
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
A Brinn Road man was killed Wednesday morning when the
tractor he was driving along Coles Campground Road was struck
from behind and rolled over.
Jerry Don Tucker, 67, was eastbound on the roadway just after 9
p.m. when a vehicle hit the left rear area of an implement behind
the tractor, according to a report from the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department. The tractor's left rear tire deflated due to the
impact causing it to roll over twice and come to a final rest rightside up.
Calloway County Coroner Mike Garland said this morning that
Tucker died at the scene of blunt force trauma to his head and neck.
(See Obituary on page 5A)
The driver of the other vehicle was not injured,-according to the
report. An imesetheneltmenteenteown.etthe erektmes5.estimineileg

by Garland and Chief Sheriff's Deputy Dennis McDaniel.

Pence: Fletcher
should re-evaluate
re-election plans
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — celled for unity in the party.
Li Gov. Steve Pence, who has "We'll have our family conalready announced he won't run flicts. We'll have our disagreeagain with Gov. Ernie Fletcher, ments," he said. "But the values
said Wednesday that Fletcher bring us together."
Fletcher faces three misdetake
should
another look at meanor charges from an investihe gation into hiring practices, but
whether
will seek a sec- a court ruled last week that he
couldn't stand trial while in
ond term.
"He needs office.
Republican Secretary of
to acknowledge there's a State Trey Grayson, who has
problem said he is considering the possibetween him bility of running for governor,
and the party," told the newspaper in a separate
Wednesday that
Pence told the interview
Pence
Lexington Fletcher should abandon his reHerald-Leader in an interview. election bid for the good of the
"And he has a very short win- state and the party.
Pence stopped short of saydow of opportunity to show that
he can reach out, heal those ing that Fletcher shouldn't run
in 2007, but Grayson said the
wounds and rebuild the team."
Fletcher spokeswoman Jodi governor would be doing the
Whitaker did not immediately people a favor by dropping his
return a call seeking comment re-election bid.
"I think the best thing for the
Wednesday night.
On Saturday, Fletcher told state and the party is for him to
Republicans he planned to continue seeking re-election and

•See Page 2A

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

BUILDING A FIRM FOUNDATION: Bobby Colson of Whit-Cor Masonry lays concrete blocks that will be a part of the inner
structure of two new, large brick columns at 16th and Main streets. The mirrored tiers will display the name of "Murray
121,
State University" and "MSU." The new columns will be similar in design to the one at the corner of U.S. 641 and Ky.
Colson said.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Both Murray and Calloway
County high school juniors surpassed state and national averaged scores on the American
College Test (ACT) for 2006
which measures skills in mathematics, English, reading and science.
The ACT, administered to
more than one million juniors
each year by the Iowa City,
Iowa-based non-profit, independent organization, is considered the nation's No. 1 indicator
of college success followed by
the Scholastic Aptitude Test or
SAT.
ACT scores range from 1 to
36.
According to an Associated
Press story, Kentucky high
school students posted the highest scores on the ACT since
29,786 college1991 with
bound students took the test.
The average composite of all
subject matters, which is sup-

posed to measure a student's
readiness for college, rose to
21.1 from 20.9 last year with
both boys and girls posting
gains.
All racial groups, with the
exception of Hispanics, also
posted gains. However state
averaged scores in all categories
— or the "composite" score —
fell slightly below the national
average.
Actual score for Murray
Independent juniors in English,
matt*' reading and science was
listed at 21.9, 21.4, 21.9, and
21.6, respectively. Scored for
Calloway County juniors were
reported at 21.2, 21.3, 22, and
21.6.
Benchmark scores for each
subject are: English, 18; math,
22; reading, 21, and science, 24.
'This benchmark score is the
minimum score needed on an
ACT subject area test to indicate
a 50 percent chance of obtaining

•See Page 8A

Average 2006 ACT Scores
25

KY

US
English

IliMath

M1SD

CC
MIScience

US: English 20.6; math 20.8; reading 21.4; science 20.9
KY: Engfish 20_4 math 19.9; reading 21.1; science 20.5
MISD: English 21.9; math 21.4; reading 21.9; science 21.6
CC: English

21.2; math 21.3; reading 22; science 21.6
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Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A trailer was reported stolen from a Radio Road location at
12:21 p.m. Tuesday. A case for theft by unlawful taking more than
$300 was opened.
• Vandalism was reported at 7:27 p.m. Tuesday after windows on
Third Street were shot out. A criminal mischief case was opened
Juveniles and their parents were advised to stay off the properCalloway County Fire-Rescue
•A possible house fire was reported near Ky. 121 in Stella at 8:50
a.m. Tuesday. Smoke was coming from a building. CCFR extinguished the small fire.
Murray Police Department
• Christopher Swift, 21, of Murray, was arrested at 5:26 p.m.
Wednesday at Tom's Gn11 on a warrant charging him with second-degree forgery.
• Someone came into the station at 5:30 p.m. Wednesday to
report an assault that happened earlier at Los Portales.
• An assault was reported at 309 S. Fifth St. at 10:42 p.m.
Wednesday.
• An assault was reported at 1404-1 Diuguid Drive at 1:11 a.m.
Thursday.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

AP
gas station in
a
$1.20 A GALLON GAS: Customers wait in line to purchase gasoline for $1.20 a gallon at Marathon
against
Radcliff, Ky., Wednesday. The sale, sponsored by State Rep. Mike Weaver, who is running for U.S. Congress
called
Weaver
in
1994.
to
Congress
elected
was
Lewis
when
gasoline
of
price
the
represents
Lewis,
incumbent Ron
Lewis a supporter of big oil and special interest groups. Each customer was limited to 10 gallons of gas.

Missouri, Chinese scientists collaborate on quake research
COLUMBIA, Mo. (AP) — geological sciences professor at when a series of quakes spread
through the Bootheel and northThe New Madrid fault line in Missouri.
"They happen in places east Arkansas, the heavily popusoutheast Missouri is a long way
they're not supposed to hap- lated provinces of northern
from Hebei province.in China.
But a group of University of pen," said Liu, who grew up in China have absorbed more than
30 significant earthquakes in the
Missouri-Columbia scientists China.
The Chinese government past 700 years.
are hoping the lessons from
That includes the Shaanxi
north China's frequent, deadly plans to funnel $20 million over
earthquakes — including one 30 the next five years into seismic earthquake in 1556, which
years ago near Beijing that research, an effort that includeS claimed 830,000 victims and is
killed at least 244,000 people — delivering 8(X) portable seismic considered the world's deadcan provide clues to better measuring devices across the liest.
"Nature is not very kind and
understand the seismic risks in country's northern region.
Liu is part of a group of revealing to scientists," said An
the American heartland.
Unlike earthquakes that hit dozens of Western geologists Yin, a geology professor at the
California, Japan and other who, as Chinese expatriates, are University of California-Los
coastal tvgion_the _seismic collaborating with their_ col- Angeles who, with Liu, is a
the—lifternationaI
shifts known to geologists as leagues back home to assess and leader
the
for
Professionals
intraplate earthquakes, occur in analyze inland earthquakes.
Unlike Missouri. which was Advancement of Chinese Earth
the middle of otherwise stable
tectonic plates, said Mian Liu, a last hit nearly 200 years ago Sciences.

"Usually it shows us bits and
pieces. By comparing cases
between the two places, it gives
you a more complete picture."
A better understanding of
intraplate earthquakes abroad
will help government officials
and emergency planners in the
U.S. develop stronger building
codes, evacuation procedures
and other disaster plans, said
Eugene Schweig, regional coordinator of the U.S. Geological
Survey's earthquake office in
Memphis, Tenn.
The New Madrid fault line
runs through five states along
the Mississippi River: Missouri,
Arkansas, Tennessee, Kentucky
and Illinois.

Pence ...
Republican leaders rejected
Fletcher's choice of former
candidate Larry
gubernatorial
said.
Grayson
up,"
hang it
"Most Republicans I talk to Forgy for a spot on the party's
and
committee
don't think he can be re-elected executive
and don't think he should be re- instead chose Stephen Huffman,
Pence's chief of staff.
elected."
"It was certainly a clear mesprominent
Some
including sage that the party has concerns
—
Republicans
David about Ernie Fletcher," Pence
President
Senate
Williams and Jefferson County said.
Pence said Fletcher should
Republican Party chairman Jack
Richardson — have started to listen to the voice of the party
themselves from rather than to his own voice.
distance
"If he takes this honest
and
Williams
Fletcher.
Richardson have questioned assessment and concludes he
whether Fletcher can win anoth- can't win next November, he
needs to be a gentleman and
er term.
At Saturday's meeting, step aside," Pence said.
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Motorists should
prepare for heavy
traffic this weekend
Local motorists should prepare for heavy traffic around the
Murray State University campus this weekend.
Students will be moving into their residential colleges on
Saturday and Sunday.
Local motorists are urged to take alternate routes and avoid
Chestnut Street, Hwy. 121 By-pass and Waldrop Drive.
Waldrop Drive will be closed to through traffic.

Murray, MSU
police are part of
checkpoint program
Special to the Ledger
The Murray Police and
Murray State University Police
departments would like to
announce their participation in
the statewide mobilization program called "Drunk Driving.
Over the Limit. Under Arrest."
From Friday through Sept. 4,
the Murray Police Department
along with Murray State
University Police Department
will conduct traffic safety
checkpoints throughout the city.
Officers will be especially concerned with impaired driving
enforcement as well as seat belt
and child safety seat usage.
The checkpoint sites are as
follows: South 12th Street
between Glendale Road and the
city limits; Main Street between
Eighth and Ninth streets;
Wilshire Drive between Bailey
and Vasser roads; Glendale
Road between Ninth and 12th
streets; Main Street between
Industrial Road and the city limits; Chestnut at the intersection
Eighth Street; U.S. 641 at
Diuguid Drive; Doran Road at
Holiday Drive; North 16th
Street at the intersection with
Olive Street; Waldrop between

the two entrances to residential
colleges; University Drive
between 16th and 15th streets;
14th Street at the intersection of
Payne Street; Gilbert Graves
Drive between Chestnut and
Gilbert Graves Circle; 16th
Street at intramural fields; Racer
Drive between 15th Street and
Olive
Graves;
Gilbert
Boulevard between 15th and
14th streets; 16th Street between
Calloway Avenue and Howton
Agricultural Building; Gilbert
Graves Circle from Stewart
Stadium to the south entrance of
Gate B lot; Chestnut Street from
Curris Center parking lot to
Gilbert Graves Drive; Payne
Street at the intersection of 13th
Street; Ky. 94 at the intersection
of Doran Road; and 18th Street
at the soccer fields.
Both departments consider
their participation in this program to be an important and
effective tool at preventing traffic fatalities. More than 1.4 million people were arrested for
driving under the influence during 2004, according to FBI's
Uniform Crime Report.

•Counselor
Country Inn and*-r:
rine Dining Restaurant
Just A Short 15 Minute Drivefrom Paris Landing

Full Service

Restaurant
A New Menu Each 1Veck

featured by Chef Paul Ent
He was voted l of the Top 3 Chefs
in the South
Southern Eclectic Cuisine

Sunday Brunch
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Open 5-9 p.m. Thur.-Sat.

but I have the utmost respect for
Judge Ehlschide." Roberts said.
his defense forced him to close "He ruled the way he thought he
his Murray and Fulton offices ought to by the law."
Kentucky State Police Sgt.
and cut back his Benton practice. He plans to slowly rebuild Brent White, who was the first
witness to testify Wednesday,
from here.
Alexander on Nov. 27.
arrested
qualistill
is
"Dr. Alexander
fied to do what he's always 2005, after receiving two comdone," Ward said. -There were plaints from Carroll and
proposals on the table, but Dr. Calloway County Attorney
that
Harrington
Alexander has said from day David
one he was innocent and he Alexander may have wrongly
wanted to have his day in performed services as a psycharged
White
chologist.
court."
The day didn't turn out like Alexander with the nine counts
because those were the only
the prosecution had hoped.
"It's not what I had hoped, cases within the one-year statute

From Front
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Bed &
Breakfast
with

Luxury Amenities
Private Bath
Queen or King Beds
River Views
Sun Porches

165 Plantation Lane - Dover,TN
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602 MEADOW LANE
"
Come by and visit us at this stately ranch-style home in the
heart of Munay

CAMPBELL
REALTY
112N. 12th St. • 759-8780 •(270) 213-6888
www.campbellrealty.com
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of limitation for misdemeanor
offenses.
The investigation revealed
Alexander was appointed as a
psychologist, although on the
court documentation presented
Wednesday he signed on the line
for "other" — not the line designated for a psychologist.
In her testimony Wednesday.
Carroll said she never appointed
Alexander as anything other
than a licensed psychologist.
When he started working on the
Calloway County cases in 2003,
he was doing similar work in
other counties.
"I was appointing him to
many things in my court
because I thought he was a
licensed psychologist," Carroll
said about using him for the disability hearings as well as
domestic violence counseling,
anger management and substance abuse counseling.
Roberts still maintained that
Alexander was appointed under
the assumption he was a
licensed psychologist. And he
says it's not the court's responsi-

bility to verify his credentials.
"We have an adversarial system," Roberts said. "The burden
is on the person opposing the
expert to challenge the credentials."
Ward said there should have
been more investigation into
Alexander's credentials and purpose in the hearings before he
was appointed to provide the
mental health evaluations once
Four Rivers Behavioral Center
stopped performing them in
2003.
-There were way too many
assumptions by some people,"
Ward said.
Even so, both sides agree
there is some room for improvement in the laws that apply who
should be involved in the disability hearings.
"I sincerely hope it does help
change the laws," Roberts said
of the case. "The laws are convoluted and hard to understand
— even for attorneys and
judges."
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KentuckvInBrief
Ex-woricer in
Henry's former
practice is
sentenced
LOUISVILLE Ky. (AP) —
A woman who worked in ex-Lt.
Gov. Steve Henry's former medical practice was sentenced to
five months in prison for embezzling $74,000.
Sharon Gregory's sentencing
touched on Henry's medical
misbilling settlement when U.S.
Attorney David L. Huber
released a statement Wednesday
that said Gregory did not handle
Henrys billings. Henry, an
orthopedic surgeon, agreed in a
separate case to pay the federal
government $162,000 to settle
allegations that he defrauded
Medicare and Medicaid.
Huber said that based on her.
sworn court statement, Gregory
was responsible for processing
monthly payroll, bonuses and
travel expenses, which is contrary to what Henry has maintained.
a
prospective
Henry,
Democratic candidate for governor next year, said Huber's
statement "just underlies how
political this process has been
from day one."
Henry said that Gregory had
a role in billing by submitting
* information to the billing service. "So in technical terms, she
did not bill, but she provided all
the documents for the billing
service to bill," he said in an
interview.
Henry has long denied any
wrongdoing and said he wanted
federal prosecutors to re-examine his 2003 medical misbilling
settlement in light of Gregory's
case.
"Someone was authorizing
the bill serving, sending the
materials to be billed, without
my authority," Henry said
Wednesday.
Huber could not be reached
comment
additional
for
Wednesday but has previously
said Gregory's case had nothing
to do with billing that formed
the basis of the case against
Henry.
Gregory pleaded guilty to
—
muttire counts In May.
Besides her prison term,
Gregory was sentenced on
Monday by U.S. District Judge
Thomas Russell to five months*
of home detention followed by
two years of supervised release.
Gregory, 45, was accused of
embezzling from University
Orthopedic Associates Inc.,
where she and Henry worked.
Prosecutors said she received
unauthorized bonuses.
She also was charged with
fraudulently receiving travel
the
from
reimbursements
University of Louisville, her
other employer.
As part of her plea agreement. Gregory previously paid
$74,340 in restitution to U of L
and University Orthopedic
Associates, the U.S. attorney's
office said.

to Kentucky in three months
Wednesday, setting off a debate
between two congressional Campaigns about how much clout
President Bush still wields in the
area.
About 130 people showed up
to hear the first lady, who spoke
for 10 minutes Wednesday
morning at an invitation-only
event at Stonestreet Farm, a
thoroughbred horse farm owned
by Jess Jackson.
for
fundraiser
The
Republican Rep. Geoff Davis
raised about $160,000, said

Coroner:
Northup's son
died of natural
causes
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) U.S. Rep. Anne Northup's son.
found dead last month in his
apartment, died of ischemic
heart disease, the Jefferson
County Coroner's Office said
Wednesday.
Joshua Northup, 30, was
found dead July 12 in his
Louisville apartment after not
showing up to work for two
days.
Toxicology results were negative and Northup died of natural causes, the coroner's office
, said Wednesday.
, A spokesman for the Northup
family had said last month that
, Joshua Northup's heart condi, tion had been undiagnosed.
Ischemic heart disease is an
ailment caused by a decreased
blood supply due to narrowing
of the coronary arteries.

Laura Bush
stumps for Rep.
Davis in
Lexington
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
First lady Laura Bush made her
family's second fundraising trip

"It suggests to inc he's got a ty is in negotiations for a U.S.
Justin Brasell, Davis campaign
political tin ear and he's not military operations training cenmanager.
In May, President Bush visit- appropriately understanding the ter
Northern
Kentucky degree to which families in this
ed
JudgeCounty
Clark
University and also attended a district want change," said Bob
Davis fundraiser, which fetched Doyle, a consultant with the Executive John Myers said the
county has been negotiating
about $450,000. House Speaker Lucas campaign.
with the federal government for
Dennis Hastert also has camtour months for a 458about
paigned for him.
acre center, but no deal has been
But Davis' opponent, former
reached
Democratic U.S. Rep. Ken
Lucas, contends the high-profile
"Al this point, it would be
White House visits may actually
inappropnale ti.) announce any
hurt the congressman because of
agreement because one simply
WINCHESTER, Ky.(AP)
national
sagging
Bush's
An east-central Kentucky coun- does not exist. Myers said.
approval ratings.

State negotiating
for military
training center

Myers said the facility would
be used to train elite operations
teams deployed as first responders, along with storing military
and emergency-related supplies,
such as gas masks and boots.
Myers said the National
Guard, U.S. Department of
of
Department
Defense.
Homeland Security and the
Emergency
Federal
Management Agency would use
the facility, which would be
located in Winchester neat
Interstate 64
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WASHINGTON TODAY
By Deb Reichmann

Firing Back
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Truman got so
upset when a newspaper
panned his daughter's singing
that he wrote the critic:
"Someday I hope to meet
you. When that happens,
you'll need a new nose, a
lot of beefsteak for black
eyes, and perhaps a supporter below!"
Today, the Bush White
House punches back with
virtual boxing gloves.
It fires off electronic
rebuttals when it has a beef
with news stones, broadcasts
or statements by its critics,
shooting its retorts directly
into reporters' e-mail inboxes
and posting them on the
Internet.
Bush officials say their
"Setting the Record Straight"
memos, which dispute passages in stories aired and
printed about the president,
are about seeking the truth.
Democrats and other targets
of the memos say they're
more about spin than rebuttal.
-The primary purpose is
that un-rebutted charges on
important issues sometimes
become viewed as fact," said
Dan Bartlett, who is counselor to the president and
oversees the White House
communications operation.
Even if attempts are made
to fix mistakes, corrections
published in newspapers or
broadcast on TV aren't
always seen, Bartlett said.
It's essential, especially in
today's era of Internet chat
rooms and 24-hour news,
that the White House issue
its rebuttal as soon as possible, he said.
"If it's a day late, it's not
very useful," he said.
Democrats dismiss the
aggressive tactic, and say it
suggests the Bush White
House is on the defense,
fighting an uphill battle over
ratings.
-They're attacking everybody — the media, the
Democrats, government auditors, nonpartisan interest
groups," said Phil Singer, a
spokesman for the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee and the person who
provided the party's rapid
response to the GOP during
the 2004 presidential race.
"It's ,as though they are
the sole arbitrators of the
truth. This is yet another
step of the politicization of
the White House. It's less a
bastion of policymaking and
more of a traditional permanent campaign," Singer said.
Kathleen Hall Jamieson,
director of the Annenberg
Public Policy Center at the
University of Pennsylvania,
disagrees that the "Setting
the Record Straight- memos
are just part of a Republican
attempt to spin public opinion in their favor. This is
increasingly going to be the
way that presidential administrations — both Republican
and Democrat — communicate, she said.
"The Internet facilitates
it," she said. "Why wouldn't

you post your side of
things?"
She said the memos run
parallel to Rush Limbaugh's
conservative talk radio show.
"Limbaugh will systematically take on a reporter he
thinks is unfair to George
Bush, or unfair to Bush's
perspective," Jamieson said.
The administration is hoping the targeted reporter will
feel scolded and adapt in a
sita)i that pleases the White
House and get other
reporters to self-censor their
stories and broadcasts to
avoid being singled out.
"If it accomplishes that,
and nothing else, that's a
very powerful effect,"
Jamieson said.
Decisions about when to
issue a "Setting the Record
Straight" typically are made
during morning senior staff
or communications team
meetings at the White House.
Nearly half of the 32
issued so far were released
in November 2005 and May
of this year, two months
when Bush's job approval
numbers plummeted. Ten of
the 32 were leveled against
Democrats on Capitol Hill.
Twenty took issue with
newspaper, magazine or
broadcast reports on subjects
ranging from climate change
to tax cuts to prewar intelligence on weapons of mass
destruction.
In the first one, issued in
March 2004, the White
House took to task Richard
Clarke, former Bush administration counterterrorism adviser who accused the Bush
administration of ignoring
terrorist threats.
The White House didn't
issue its second one —
attacking a story in The
Washington Post on personal
retirement accounts — for
nearly a year.
Late last year. the White
House started sending them
on a more regular basis.
In November 2005, the
White House unleashed a
barrage of "Setting the
Record Straight" memos, all
on Iraq. That was the month
that Bush's job approval rating fell to 37 percent — the
lowest level of his presidency at that time. The drop in
the polls was driven by worries about the war, the fumbled Supreme Court nomination of Harriet Miers and the
indictment of Vice President
Dick Cheney's former chief
of staff, I. Lewis "Scooter"
Libby, in the CIA leak case.
The seven consecutive
memos on the war were part
of an effort by Bush officials to hit back at the president's critics. There were
divisions within the GOP
over the war at the time and
Republicans were beginning
to worry that the president's
problems and low approval
rating could impede their reelections just one year away.
Another seven memos were
issued in May when Bush's
job approval rating fell to 33
percent — the lowest ever
in the AP-Ipsos

Comments on Kentucky Education
Since returning to Kentucky last year after nearly
six years out of state, 1 have
been very curious about
Kentucky's progress in education. Over the last few
months, I've had hundreds of
conversations with business
and political leaders, and
I've heard a lot of opinions.
Here, in no particular
order, are some observations
that have grown from those
conversations.
Outside a very small circle of policymakers and education officials, there is no
general awareness of the specific gains Kentucky has
made in education. Reports
about Kentucky 4th and 8th
graders now exceeding the
average science and reading
scores of surrounding states,
for example, are briefly
noted in a few newspapers.
And the stories barely make
it through one day's news
cycle. Following on that lack
of awareness is the absence
of a real, sense of pride
among Kentuckians about the
gains we have made in
national rankings or other
measurements of progress.
There is no consensus in
the business community
about spending on public
education, whether too much
or too little. Business leaders' opinions vary widely:
some think we've spent a lot
and question what we've
gotten for our money; others
think we must invest more
(on such things as computers
or more instructional days,
for example) to compete in

the modern economy.
We have not developed a
clear agenda for moving forward. Clearly Kentucky has
major educational challenges,
but there is no real sense—
one that is understood by
the public—of what we need
to do to catch up in the
many areas where we continue to trail other states and
the nation. There are many
great plans for reinventing
high schools, adopting better
testing methods, increasing
enrollment in our colleges
and universities, getting parents more involved, training
teachers better, and other initiatives, but there has not
been a major push to package the most worthwhile
goals and develop a concise
game plan for achieving
them.
The 2006 General Assembly investment of significant
new dollars in education has
focused new attention on the
issue, as did the recent project sponsored by the Business Forum on Kentucky
Education. The forum's recommendations have been
generally well received and
achieved considerable success
in the 2006 session.
Fortunately, the Kentucky
economy has been doing relatively well and state tax
proceeds have been increasing. The 2006 legislature's
investment in education was
universally applauded, but to
a great extent, questions
about other new revenue for
education (beyond the ups
and downs of the economy)
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Jerry Don Tucker
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Suspect in JonBenet Ramsey
case callsteath 'an accident

Jerry Don Tucker, 67, Brain Road. Murray, died Wednesday.
Aug. 16, 2006, at 9:35 a.m. His death was from injuries sustained in
a tractor-vehicle crash on Coles Campground Road.
A retired auto mechanic and machinist, he was former owner of
Tucker Automotive, Murray. He was a member of Hickory Grove
Church of Christ and Paducah Antique Tractor Club.
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
Born July 31, 1939, in Calloway County, he was the son of the - A former American school
late Virdon Tucker and Marie Patton Tucker.
teacher said publicly this mornSurvivors include his wife, Mrs. Shirley Bennett Tucker; two ing he was with JonBenet
sons, Terry 'nicker and wife, Jan, Murray, and Roger Tucker, Ramsey when she was killed
Nashville, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Kay McDonald and husband, and called the 6-year-old's death
Fred, Murfreesboro, Tenn., and Mrs. Jill Morlan and husband, Autry, "an accident," a stunning admisDexter, Mo.; one granddaughter, Tamara Bennett and husband, sion that should help answer 10
Michael, Newbern, N.C.; one grandson, Wesley Tucker, Murray.
years of questions in the
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Churchill- unsolved murder case. "I am so
lines Family Funeral Home. Virgil Hale and Harold Irvan will offi- very sorry for what happened to
The
told
ciate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
JonBenet," he
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today Associated Press.
John Mark Karr, 41, will be
(Thursday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hickory
Grove Church of Christ, c/o Terry Tucker, treasurer, 2156 Poor Farm taken within the week to
Colorado, where he will face
Road, Murray, Ky., 42071.
charges of first degree murder,
kidnapping and child sexual
Mrs. Ruth Mae Bazzell
Mrs. Ruth Mae Bazzell, 71, Samuel Drive, Murray, died assault, Ann Hurst of the
Homeland
Wednesday, Aug. 16, 2006, at 6:35 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care bepartment of
Security told a news conference
Center, Murray.
A retired seamstress and shop owner, she was a member of First in Bangkok.
"I was with JonBenet when
Assembly of God, Mayfield. She was born March 10, 1935, in St.
she died," Karr told reporters
Louis, Mo.
Survivors include her husband. Jerry Bazzell; two daughters, afterward, visibly nervous and
Mrs. Karen L. Smith and husband, Jack, and Mrs. Cindy S. Young, stuttering as he spoke. "Her
all of Kirksey; one son, Jimmy Loness, Festus, Mo.;eight grandchil- death was an accident."
Asked if he was innocent of
dren; nine great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild.
the crime, Karr said: "No."
• J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in. charge of arrangements.
Later, as he was escorted to
his guesthouse to pick up his
James McKinney
James McKinney, 88, Murray, died Wednesday, Aug. 16, 2006 at belongings, he told the AP: "I
am so very sorry for what hap10:45 a.m. at Hunter Acres Care Center, Sikeston, Mo.
pened to JonBenet. It's very
arrangeof
charge
in
is
Murray
of
Imes-Miller Funeral Home
important for me that everyone
ments.
knows that I love her very much,
that her death was unintentional,
Clarence Grady (Buddy) McDaniel
that it was an accident."
died
Tenn.,
Sandy,
Big
65,
McDaniel,
(Buddy)
Grady
Clarence
Asked what happened when
Wednesday, Aug. 16, 2006, at his home.
A musician at the Kentucky Opry, JonBenet died, he said: "It
Draffenville, Ky., he was formerly employed at would take several hours to
describe that. It's a very
Inland Container. He was of Presbyterian faith.
involved series of events that
the
was
he
Sandy,
Big
in
1941,
2,
Feb.
Born
It's
son of the late Porter McDaniel and Novella would involve a lot of time.
about
Outland McDaniel. Also preceding him in death very painful for me to talk
were two brothers, Benton McDaniel and Gerald it."
Karr also told the AP he conWayne McDaniel.
JonBenet's mother. Patsy
tacted
Bolen
Sheila
Mrs.
Survivors include his wife,
her death in
McDaniel; two daughters, Ms. Lisa Lindsey, Ramsey, before
he wrote her letters
that
and
June
Hale,
Jennifer
Mrs.
and
Tenn.,
Mansfield,
McDaniel Murray, Ky.; one son, John Austin McDaniel, about "many things." He said he
hoped that she received the letBig Sandy; four sisters, Mrs. Doris Snow, Big Sandy, Mrs. Ruth
ters.
Tenn.,
Dennison, Brentwood, Tenn., Mrs. Elaine Greer, Nashville,
Karr confessed to the killing
and Mrs. Gem Chambers, Knoxville, Tenn.; one brother, Milton
his arrest Wednesday at his
after
hilMcDaniel, Waterloo, Ala.; five grandchildren; two great-grandc
downtown Bangkok guesthouse
dren.
by Thai and American authoriThe funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Stockdaleties, said Lt. Gen. Suwat
Malin Funeral Home, Big Sandy. Bro. James Jackson will officiate. Turnrongsiskul,
of
head
the
at
be
will
Visitation
Cemetery.
Stockdale
the
Burial will be in
immigration police.
Thailand's
funeral home from noon to 9 p.m. Friday.
He said Karr insisted his

Richard Thompson

A memorial service for Richard Thompson will be Friday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Rev. Kerry
Lambert will officiate.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 12:30
p.m. Friday.
Mr. Thompson, 57, Pottertown Road, Murray,
died Monday. Aug. 14, 2006, at 11:50 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A Navy veteran of the Vietnam War, he was a
member of the chapters of Veterans of Foreign Wars and Disabled
American Veterans in Murray.
His father, John Thompson, preceded him in death. He was born
Oct. 26, 1948.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Linda Thompson; one daughter,
Mrs. Sarah Townsend and husband. John, Murray; one son, Brian A.
Thompson and wife, Liz, Elmhurst, Ill.; his mother, Mrs. Wilma
Thompson, Evansville, Ind.; one brother, John E. Thompson and
wife, Emily, Newburgh, Ind.; five sisters, Mrs. Phyllis Voyles, Mrs.
Ann Adkins and husband, Bill, Mrs. Catherine Osborne and husband. Larry, and Ms. Rebecca Thompson,all of Evansville, and Mrs.
Mary Sullivan and husband, Steve, Indianapolis, Ind.; four grandchildren, Tori Chapman. Murray. and Nicholas, Alex and Vanessa
ThompSon, all of Elmhurst.

Robert Darnall

A memorial service for Robert Cummins Darnall will be Friday
at 4 p.m. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home.
Mr. Darnall, 59. Bell City, died Tuesday. Aug. 15,
2006, at noon at his home.
An Army veteran of the Vietnam War, he was a
graduate of Murray College High School. He was a
skilled woodcraftsman and blues guitar player.
He was born Feb. 7. 1947, in Mayfield. His father, Josiah
Darnall, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Eva King; his mother, Mrs.
Lucinda Darnall; and one brother. John Darnall, Nashville,Tenn;
two nephews. Mason and Isaac Darnall.
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Mrs. Barbara Jane Meloan

A memorial service for Mrs. Barbara Jane Meloan was
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. at Christ Episcopal Church, Springfield.
Rev. Dr. Gregory Tournoux officiated. A visitation was from 5 to
6:30 p.m. Wednesday at 467 Elle Ct., Springfield.
A graveside service was today (Thursday) at 11:30 a.m. at
Hillcrest Memorial Park near Centralia, Ill. Boardman-Smith
Funeral Chapel, Springfield, is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made in her name to the Animal
Protective League, 1001 Taintor Road, Springfield, III., 62702 or to
the Memorial Medical Center Foundation/Hospice of Illinois.
and
Mrs. Meloan. 81, Springfield, Ill., formerly of Centralia, Ill.,
Bradenton. Fla., died Sunday. Aug. 13, 2006. at her home.
homeA resident of Springfield since December 2005, she was a
n.
maker and a member of P.E.O. International Women's Organizatio
One
1994.
in
died
who
Meloan
Wade
to
1968
in
She was married
J.B.
sister, Mary Ann Sligar. and two brothers, Bob Clarida and
Centralia.
in
1925,
28,
Feb.
Born
death.
in
her
preceded
Clarida. also
Clarida and
Ill., she was the daughter of the late Troy Wayne
--Clarida.
Binkley
Josephine
Sharion,
Survivors include two sons. Ross Meloan and wife.
Houston,
Susie.
wife.
and
Brown
W.
Michael
and
Ky.,
Murray.
and Mrs.
Texas; two daughters, Ms. Nancy Brown, Katy, Texas.
and wife.
Patty Morton, Springfield, Ill.; one brother. Bill Clarida
Joshua
Gale. Cummings, Ga.; five grandchildren. Jeremy and
greatMorton. Adam and Amy Meloan, and Melanie Hickox; one
Hickox.
granddaughter. Kyla

Your idea of hydrotherapy is a houseboat, cabin cruiser
or personal watercraft. We have a plan that protects
your investment like a safe harbor. No worries,
mate,just relax and turn your stem to shore.

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

FIRE DEPT.
The The Citizens of Murray:
Recently the Mayfield Fire Department was faced with a very difficult
task. We laid to rest a fine young firefighter and EMT who had a bright
future with the department. What was a very difficult task for each member of the department was made easier by our friends from the Murray Fire
Department. Our deepest gratitude goes to them for their support and assistance during this trying time.
We would especially like to express our heartfelt appreciation to Fire Chief
Michael Skinner: Dickie Walls, firefighter and fire marshal: Mike Farley,
training officer; Jim Shropshire; Asst. Chief: Capt. Ricky Walls; Chad
Moultrie. firefighter; Johnnie Yarbrough. firefighter; and. Steven Lax, firefighter. These men volunteered their time to stand by while the members
of the Mayfield Fire Department participated in the services for one of its
finest.
The citizens of the city of Murray and the county of Calloway should be
proud of the men who provide public safety for them on a daily basis. They
are compassionate professionals who truly care about their fellow men.
Sincerely.
Mike Jones
Fire Chief
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Special service held at St. John Missionary Baptist

'Financial Peace' Money
Management classes planned
Calloway County Adult and Family Education, 1405 North 12th St., Murray, has
scheduled classes on "Financial Peace" personal money management classes.
Two six session programs will be from
10 a.m. to noon on Aug. 2.3, 30, Sept. 6,
20, 27 and Oct. 4, and from 5:30 to 7:30
p.m. on Aug. 17, 31, Sept. 7, 21, 28 and
Oct. 5. A second day program session will
begin on Oct. 18, 25, Nov. 1, 8, 15 and
Jo's
29 and an evening session on Oct. 19, 26,
30.
Datebook Nov. 2, 9, 16 andmust
be pre-registered ad
student
Each
By Jo Borkeen
class. To register
first
the
enrolled before
Community
759-5525.
at
center
the
call
Editor

Litchfield family. .reunion Sunday
Sunday at the 'Fenton

The Litchfield family reunion will be
pavilion, located just across the Egner's Ferry Bridge at Auro1 p.m.
ra. A potluck lunch will be served between 12:30 and
call
All families and friends are invited. For more information
753-9866.
at
Higgins
Marie

Mother to Mother Group to meetg

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeedin moms,
is scheduled to meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For more
information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Glory Bound Entertainment Fridaybe

Photo provided
Martin, secC.E.
Rev.
to
ns
Commissio
Colonel
Kentucky
Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins, right, presents
left, and
Martin,
Carolyn
all
including
to
Lake
Kentucky
of
captains
and
right,
second
ond left, and Rev. Benjamin Curry,
Felica Curry, third left, at the special service on Aug. 11 at St. John Missionary Baptist Church.

FriGlory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will
day from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, Ky. Hwy. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be the Gospel Three and For Heaven's Sake. The public
is invited and there is no charge. Items for Need Line will be
taken. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643,
Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666

Reformers Unanimous to meet Friday

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or need a ride call 753-1834.

MHS Dance Team plans event

Murray High School Dance Team will have a fund-raising
car wash at Taco John's on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Funds will be used toward expenses for upcoming competitions.

Quilt Lovers will meet

Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Friday for a follow up
day for those interested in trying the technique of fabric painting demonstration given by Terri Hjetland on Tuesday in the
meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. For information call 1-931-232-0778.

Oak Grove plans homecoming

Oak Grove Baptist Church. near Puryear. Tenn., will have
its annual homecoming on Sunday with Bro. Otis Linten as
the speaker at the 11 a.m. worship service followed by a meal
and singing featuring Lighthouse from Dover. Tenn.

Old Salem Cemetery Day Saturday

Photo provided
Alice Rouse, right, publisher of the Murray Ledger & Times,
presents Thomas Hornbuckle, a Captain of Kentucky Lake
at the Hornbuckle family reunion on Aug. 11 at St. John
Missionary Baptist Church.

Photo provided
Rev. William H. Hombuckle, right, presents Rev. A. Taylor,
pastor of Union Grove Baptist Church, Puryear, Tenn., with
a Captain of Kentucky Lake at the Hornbuckle family
reunion on Aug. 11 at St. John Missionary Baptist Church.

Red Cross Blood Drive will be held here Friday
An emergency appeal for
all blood types has been issued
by the Calloway County Chap-

Ike
Home

ter of the American Red Cross.
Larry Doyle. chairman of
Red Cross blood drives, said

service
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"summer is often a slow time
for blood collection, but hot
days in August do not slow
down medical emergencies and
increasing demands on our
blood supply."
One pint of blond can provide life sustaining benefits for
three people. Doyle said "please
make plans to donate at the
Weaks Community Center, 607
Poplar St., Murray, on Friday
between the hours of 2:30 to
6:30 p.m.
To be eligible to give blood,
donors must be healthy, at least

127 years old (no—upper age
limit), weigh at least 110
pounds, not have given blood
in the last 56 days. and show
Red Cross donors card, picture ID or two of any other
forms of identifications.. A
health review will be conducted by the staff to determine
eligibility to give blood.
Each participant will receive
a free give away and have the
opportunity to register to win
tickets to a Tennessee Titans
football game. Refreshments
will be served.

SUMMER PRAISE 111
Featuring the choirs of Paducah's Southland
Baptist Temple St Murray's Westside Baptist
Church singing the music of
The Brooklyn Tabernacle

Old Salem Cemetery Day will be Saturday at noon at the
cemetery. A potluck meal will be served. Persons unable to
attend may mail their donations for the maintenance of the
cemetery to Stan Downs, 1395 A.B. Lassiter Rd., Murray, KY
42071.

'Meet the Lakers' at CCHS

The 2006 Calloway County High School and Middle School
football teams will kick off the season with the annual "Meet
the Lakers" tonight at 6 p.m. at Jack Rose Stadium at CCHS.
BBQ will be served with all coaches and athletes to eat free.
Tickets for parents and other guests will be $4. All football
players and cheerleaders for CCHS and CCMS will be announced.
The Touchdown Club will be selling memberships. T-shirts and
other Laker merchandise. The public is invited.

Twin Lakes Car Club will meet
Twin Lakes Region, Antique Automobile Club of America
will have its monthly dinner meeting at Sirloin Stockade, Murray, tonight at 6 p.m. The club is open to anyone with an
interest in antique automobiles and visitors are welcome. A:ir
more information call Howard Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry
Ridgley at 753-1829.

Thursday TOPS Club will meet
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet
today at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
The meeting is open to the public. For information call Marge
Andrews at 753-7732.

Stroke/Brain Injury Group to meet
Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet today
at 5:30 p.m. in the classroom bf MCCH Center for Health *lic
Wellness. The program will be an open discussion. For inftirmation contact Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Amputee Support Group to meet
Amputee Support Group meeting will be tonight at 6:3(1
p.m. in the Doug Borders Community Room at Lourdes Hospital Marshall Nemer Pavilion, Paducah. New and experienced
amputees are welcome. For more information contact Terri
Ross at 1-270-488-3020 or e-mail tross@brtc.net: or Kim Cosby
at 1-270-965-3181 or e-mail krn_cosbu@yahoo.com.

Women's Golf Clinic at Miller
Spaces are still available for the upcoming Ladies Golf Clinic to be held Thursday, Aug. 24. at 9 a.m. at Miller Memorial Golf Course. For more information or to sign up for the
event call 809-2238.
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Photos provided
GARDEN DEPARTMENT:
Paula Edwards, owner,
operator from Rare Earth's
Landscaping, side photo,
presented a program on
Flower
to Do
"How
Arrangements" for members, pictured above, of the
Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club at a
meeting at The Garden
Gate. Pnor to the meeting,
the group had toured three
yards in Murray.

Photo provided
Stephenson
Robbie
and
Haws
Taylor
Kunkel,
Drake
Kunkel,
Pictured, from left, are Ian
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Troop 112 receives Honor troop
d at Camp Mack Morris
awar
t
effor
ng
raisi
s
fundbegin
S
WKM
The listener supported public radio service of Murray
State University, WKMS-FM,
has begun its autumn fundraising drive to support its 24hour daily broadcasts of indepth news and a variety of
music. The station mailed
pledge cards to nearly 1,700
active contributors last week
with a goal of $95,000 in listener support.
"Public radio listeners come
from all walks of life but
they're all knowledge seekers,"
says Station Manager Kate
Lochte. "Last week on the
phone I met a WKMS listener named Cluff Hopla, who is
a world-renowned expert in
diseases transmitted by animals, a prefeasor enteriess of
The University of Oklahoma - and he listens to WKMS and
supports it. It's a big responsibility to provide programming that serves life-long learners like Dr. Hopla."
Membership Coordinator,
Stephanie Nutter-Osborne, says
that listeners who pledge by

mail help shorten th,i on-air
phase of the station's twiceannual fund-raising efforts.
"We salute our generous listeners for being the foundation for everything WKMS provides," says Nutter-Osborne,
who invites anyone interested
in volunteering during on-air
fund-raising time, Sept. 23-30,
to call her at 800-599-4737.
WKMS began operations in
1970, growing to a 100,000watt service in 1980. In the
1990's the station added transand
Paducah
in
lators
Paris,Term., to address listener
concerns about signal weaknesses and established its 24-hour
schedule. A third translator
went on the air for Madisonville Ina year, andstation continues to work towards
providing the region an HD
Radio signal. Listener contributions supported all of these
advances, as well as the estabwebsite
lishment of the
www.wkms.org, where the station's signal streams.
WKMS is one of about 700

,71nnouncerr2enfs

public radio ,services in the
nation that count on listeners
to help keep them on the air.
There's variety in how stations
operate, but listener support is
key to all stations "leveraging" support from other sources.
For WKMS, listener support
helps generate support from its
licensee, Murray State University, and from regional businesses and institutions who are
underwriters.
There's more information
at
station
the
about
www.wkms.org, including a
secure, online opportunity for
listeners who have not yet
become contributing members.
Member benefits include receiving regular Listening Guides
and. die station's e-newsletter,
"Wired."

Boy scouts from Troop 112
traveled to Camden, Tenn., to
Boy Scouts of America Camp
Mack Morris.
The Scouts, as a group, were
able to complete merit badges
in first aid, leatherwork, lifesaving, wilderness survival, pioneering, orienteering, archery,
soil and water conservation and
camping.
To complete the Honor troop,
the boys also did a conservation project for the ranger, participated in a flag ceremony
with Troop 135, and offered
grace.
Camp Mack Morris inspects
your camp at different times
of the day. Early in the week
the boys lost a couple points
and had to make that up toward
the end of the week. They had

100 percent participation in the
death march. The death march
is a hike 3 to 4 miles long at
5:30 a,m. on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.
All scouts were dressed in
Class A full uniform for each
dinner and church and campfire program. They brought a
table decoration and showed
the scout spirit at each flag
ceremony. They competed in
the water carnival. wiffle ball
competition and basketball tournaments.
The scouts also repelled from
the COPE, (challenging outexperience)
door personal
tower. One of the requirements for the camping merit
badge was rappelling, so the
scouts rapelled first from the
10 foot decline, then rapelled

from the 40 foot wall. The
boys were apprehensive at first
to rappel but afterwards they
said that was the best part of
camp.
Camp Mack Morris also
offered many training opportunities for adult leaders to recertify themselves. Troop leaders can complete CPR, Climb
on Safety, and Safety Afloat
while at camp.
They keep the scoutmaster
busy with a scoutmasters merit
badge which requires them to
visit all areas of the camp and
introduce themselves to the
counselors and also lets them
give feedback on areas for
improvement and recognizing
the great assets of the camp.

OBSTETRICS 84
GYNECOLOGY

Emma Grace Erwin

Mr. and Mrs. William Erwin of Memory Lane, Kirksey, are
the parents of a daughter, Emma Grace Erwin, born on Wednesday, Aug. 2, 2006, at 6:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds 6 ounces and measured 19
inches. The mother is the former Melody Buhler. A brother is
Nathanial and a sister is Madison.
Grandparents are W.A. and Gracie Erwin of Kirksey, Gloria Buhler of Mayfield and Loyd Buhler of Lynn Grove.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

ind the Murray Woman's Clinic
'come Dr. Jason Hunt to the Murray
rn,edical community.
Dr. Hunt, originally from Murray.
received his medical degree from the
University of Illinois College of
Medicine in Rockford, and completed
his residency from the University of
Louisville.
Dr. Hunt has joined Murray
Woman's Clinic and is now available

Iff

for appointments by calling 753-9300
Jason and his wife Samantha. have

Emma Grace Erwin
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ACT scores reported are highest since 1991
By JUSTIN POPE
AP Education Wnter
The high school class of
2006 posted the biggest score
increase on the ACT college
entrance exam in 20 years, and
recorded the highest scores of
any class since 1991.
Average composite scores on
the exam, which measures students' readiness for collegelevel work, rose to 21.1 from
20.9 last year. Both boys and
girls posted gains, as did all
racial groups except Hispanics,
whose scores held steady. ACT
scores range from 1 to 36.
Officials at the independent,
nonprofit ACT said an increase
of 0.2 points is significant when
considered across a record 1.2
million test-takers nationwide,
or 40 percent of graduating seniors.
"It 'takes an enormous
amount of change for that large
a group to move even a little bit,
particularly when that group is
changing and were seeing more
students take the ACT for the
first time," said Richard
Ferguson, CEO of the Iowa

City, Iowa-based organization.
Some of the improvement
may come from the ACT's
growing popularity among highachieving students in states
where the rival SAT exam has
traditionally been more popular.
The ACT is more attractive to
some students because it focuses
more on material covered in
high school classes than on general ability.
In Connecticut, 12 percent of
2006 graduates took the ACT,
up from 10 percent a year ago,
and scores rose from 22.8 to
23.1. In New Jersey, 8 percent
took the test, up from 6 percent
of 2005 graduates, and scores
rose from 21.3 to 21.8.
But Ferguson said the national increases were broad-basPd.
Illinois and Colorado-the two
states where nearly all 11th
graders are required to take the
test - saw scores rise 0.2 and
0.1, respectively.
Other states with large numbers of ACT takers, such as
Kentucky and Tennessee, also
recorded increases in line with
the national gains.
Historically, the ACT has

Graduates average higher ACT scores
2006 showed the largest score increase on the ACT college
entrance exam in 20 years. The average composite score rose
to 21.1 from 20.9 a year ago.
Percentage of 2006 graduates who
Average ACT composite
meet ACT benchmark scores
graduates,
score tor 2006
2O 2 Ell 2006
0.1
by race
English
All students
67%
21.1
69%
Asian American
Math
22.3
39
White
42
22
Reading
Other
53
21.1
53
American Indian
Scsence
18.8
26
27
Hispanic
18.6
All four ACT benchmark scores
MEM 20
Mack
17.1
EINE 21
AP

SOURCE. ACT

been more popular in states in
the center of the country, while
the SAT predominates on the
East and West Coasts. But in
addition to Connecticut and
New Jersey, Florida, Delaware,
Vermont and New Hampshire
all had double-digit percentage

increases in the number of students taking the ACT.
Next year, Michigan will join
Illinois and Colorado in administering the test statewide to llth
graders, and Kentucky will follow in 2008.
ACT officials said the ntun-

•ACT ...
The percentage of students ready for all
four classes was listed at 21 percent.
Of the 133 Calloway County juniors
that took the test, 77 percent are ready
for college English, 47 percent are
ready for college algebra, 57 percent
are ready for college social studies, 30
percent are ready for college biology.
The percentage of students ready for all
four classes was listed at 21 percent,
according to David Dowdy, public
information officer for Calloway
County Schools.
"Of course, the ACT scores are from
our college-bound graduates last year,"
Dowdy said. "The numbers match or
set new highs for the past five years."
The number of Kentucky students
ready for college classes in each cate-

From Front
a B or higher," according to Eleanor
Mills, assistant superintendent of curriculum and instruction for Murray
Independent School District."It also
indicates about a 75 percent chance of
obtaining a C or higher in the corresponding credit-bearing college courses."
Mills said that 96 - or 81 percent
- of the 2006 MHS senior class participated in the ACT last spring. Of
those tested, 77 percent are ready for
college English, 45 percent are ready
for college algebra, 57 percent are
ready for college social science, and 27
percent are ready for college biology.

gory, according to the ACT Web site, is
listed at 67, 34, 50, 23, and 18 respectively.
Calloway Superintendent Steve
Hoskins said this morning that he was
pleased with the students' academic
progress.
"We're very pleased with last year's
ACT test scores and expect great things
from our graduates as they go on to college," he said. "We continue to see our
students achieving higher scores than
the state averages and are excited that
the scores are trending upward over the
five year period that was reported."
ACT officials say an increase of 0.2
points - the degree of increase
obtained by Kentucky high school juniors from last year - is significant

bers are encouraging but still
show too few students are prepared for college-level work.
Only 21 percent of test-takers
scored the benchmark indicating
they are likely to succeed in college on each of the four exams _
math, English, reading and science. More than two-thirds hit
the benchmark score in English,
but barely one-quarter did in science.
"This doesn't mean they
won't be successful and graduate
from college, but it does
increase the likelihood they will
struggle or need remediation
along the way," Ferguson said.
Students persuaded to take a
full core curriculum - including four years of English and
three years each of math, science and social studies - do
better on the ACT and are more
likely to succeed in college. But
the percentage who reported
taking the core-which is more
than many states require to graduate - actually fell from 56
percent to 54 percent this year.
"The message still isn't getting across to far too many students," Ferguson said.

considering 1.2 million students, or
about 40 percent of all seniors, take the
test nationwide.
"It's takes an enormous amount of
change for that large a group to move
even a little bit, particularly when that
group is changing and we're seeing
more students take the ACT for the first
time, "said Richard Ferguson, CEO of
ACT.
Kentucky's composite score was
listed at 20.6; up from 20.21.a year ago.
Tested students scored highest in reading with an average of 21.1, followed
by science, 20.5; English, 20.2; and
math, 19.9.
However Lisa Gross, a spokesman
for the Kentucky Department of
Education, said the gains are signifi-

Average scores for black students rose 0.1 points to 17.1,
while Hispanics' scores were
steady at 18.6. Significant racial
gaps persist: Whites scored 22.0
Asianand
average
on
Americans 22.3. Even black students who took the core were
outscored by white students who
had not _ which Ferguson attributed to a range of factors,
including insufficient rigor is
the core courses offered to
minority students.
The average score for boys
rose 0.1 percent to 21.2, while
girls' scores rose 0.1 to 21.0.
The ACT also released the
first results from a new optional
essay section, launched in
February 2005. About 36 percent of test-takers completed the
essay portion and they scored on
average 7.2 on a scale of 2 to 12.
Girls outscored boys by half a
point.
SAT results for the class of
2006 will be released later this
month. Most colleges accept
either the SAT or ACT when
considering an application.

cant, but may be temporary because the
state legislature has passed a law earlier this year that requires all high school
juniors to take the test whether they
plan to attend college or not.
She said the move could result in
lower scores.
Hoskins said he was encouraging
juniors to prepare for the testing.
"It will be interesting to follow these
scores in the future as our Kentucky
legislators have decided that all high
school juniors will take the ACT beginning next year," he said. "I encourage
this year's sophomores to study hard as
they will become the first class to take
the exam under the new guidelines."

Study: Percentage of doctors taking on new Medicaid patients falls
more difficult to locate doctors have to get approval before pre- nounced among solo and small
WASHINGTON (AP)
practices.
Many people who rely on gov- who take new patients under the scribing medicine or conducting group
It is not clear whether the
ernment health insurance for the program. On average, reim- tests.
trend has prevented Medicaid
poor have to search harder to bursements are 69 percent of
Overall, the percentage of participants from getting medfind a doctor and increasingly what Medicare pays and even
ical care, but the potential IS
are going to large practices, a lower compared with what pri- physicians not accepting new
Medicaid patients has risen from there if it continues, the study's
vate insurers pay.
study shows.
Doctors frequently complain about 19.5 in the mid-1990s to authors said.
Officials say Medicaid's
reimbursement rate is the about the administrative hassles. about 21 over the past few years.
"Many of the large Medicaid
biggest reason that it is getting For example, physicians often The change was much more pro-

providers are located in areas reach its findings.
It compared the survey from
where enrollees tend to live,
such as inner cities and medical- 1996-97 with one from 2004-05.
ly underserved areas," accord- In the earlier survey, 29 percent
ing to the Center for Studying of solo physicians reported no
1.164/Medicaid patients.
Health System Change, which'
Nearly a decade later, 35.3
conducted the study.
The center compared tele- percent of solo physicians
phone surveys that it periodical- reported accepting no new
ly conducts with doctors to Medicaid patients.
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PELLA PROGRESS BOWL

MSU FALL PRACTICEI DAY 13

MHS vs. Dyer Co., Tenn., 7:30 p.m. Friday

Tigers hoping to
plant Flowers in
season opener
EDVVARDS TO COACH 1ST
GAME AT Tv HOLLAND AS
TIGERS RETURN HOME

%le

Imes
•.er
MICHA L I
Murray State running back Chad Cook is tackled by a Racer defensive teammate as he fumbles the football during
Wednesday's scrimmage on the practice fields behind Roy Stewart Stadium.

UC
RACERS WRAP UP 13TH DAY OF PRACTICE WITH FULL SCRIMMAGE
By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State football team held a
full scrimmage during Wednesday's practice session.
The offense scored 34 points, but the
defense shined, as well,
forcing several turnovers,
including three interceptions.
"Not bad. I'm pleased
with the effort, and I'm
encouraged with how
they came out to play,"
said MSU head coach
Matt Griffin. "We just
need to focus on cleaning up some of our
mistakes and move forward."
Soon after play began, senior captain
J.R. Webber intercepted a pass and returned
it 70 yards. Freshman Charlie Jordan came

Ittior

Notebook

back on the next offensive possession and

picked up 12 yards on a first-down carry.
Ryne Salyer's 40-yard pass completion
set up a 1-yard touchdown plunge by freshman Josh Jones.
Shane McCleskey, a freshman, made a
spectacular leap to haul in a pass from Zach
Barnard for a 17-yard pickup.
"The effort is solid, but we had too
many turnovers," said offensive coordinator Mickey Fein."We bounced back after a
couple of bad plays and put some good
drives together."
A 65-yard punt return for a score and a
25-yard field goal by senior Tim Wright
gave the offense 20 points.
In a red zone situation, Sam Hensley
caught a 15-yard pass from Salyer. Two
plays later, Salyer hooked up with
DeAngelo Nelson on third down for a
touchdown.

Freshman cornerback Antonio Patton

picked off a pass. Eric Seals scored on the
ground from 5 yards out.
The defense won the two-minute drill
situation. The offense moved the ball down
to the 30-yard line, but the drive ended
inside 45 seconds remaining when junior
linebacker Nathan Williams leaped high to
intercept a pass.
"We're getting better and our intensity
improves every time we take the field,"
defensive coordinator Rich Nagy said.
"The young kids are gaining more confidence with more reps.
"We're right where I thought we'd be,
but we have to keep moving ahead. The
defense is starting to play as one unit. As
long as we play like that, we'll be successful."
The Racers were scheduled to return to
the practice field today at 3:35 p.m.

AP COLLEGE FOOTBALL PREVIEVVI MURRAY STATE

iracie Worke
GRIFFIN HOPING TO REBUILD
ON THE RUN AT MURRAY
Row Stets

1

MURRAY, Ky. (AP) —
New Murray State coach Matt Comet: Matt Griffin (first season al
seasons)
Griffin doesn't expect miracles Stale. 10-24 overall three
Last mason: 2-9. 0-7 OVC
during his first se.Ason with the
Offense: Pro-I
Dedonee: Multiple
Racers.
Merlin returnIna4oet: 15/14
Bring in 39 incoming freshLaOmen relurnimplost seas
struggled
men to a program that
Key Meyers: Tailback Chad Cook, vole
marMirs Jot-tether Eland and Rod Harper
on both sides of the ball during
onenalve Meow Johnalhan Harper. deigna disappointing 2-9 season in
sive lineman Gerald Gokaserg. anelsecker
2005. and Griffin knows there's
Nathan WiRome, valeta JP Webber, comerbeck Derrick Perrot
going to be growing pains.
Schedule:
So rather than focus on wins Secr 2 at Maroon. p m
Sept 9 at Tennessee Stele 6 p m
and losses, Griffin is spending
Sept It at Indiana Stale, 11 05 am
tmes
edger
A
his first season trying to build
Sept 23 ILLINOIS STATE. 8 p m
Matt
artin,
Tennessee-M
at
coach
head
as
years
trust.
After three
Secs 30 TENNESSEE TE-CH,6 p.m
at JeclmonvIle star. 5 0 m
Oct 5
"I want to create a true team
Griffin is hoping to turn things around for the Racers, just as
SAMFORD, 3 p m
14
Oct
atmosphere," said Griffin, who
he did for the Skyhawks.
Oct 21 al Eastern Illinois. 30 p m
spent three years at TennesseeOct 28 SOUTHEAST MISSOURI, 1 p.m
mix, as are true freshmen Jeff Valley Conference, while
Nov 3 at Eastern Kensucky, Noon
Martin before joining the
Nov 17 lENNESSEE-MARTIN, 1 pm
allowing teams to roll up 221.5
and Chris Franklin.
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against
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Everyone
first-ye
'team.'
"If you can't stop the run,
in
team
the
unselfish and put
Missouri,- Griffin said. "Ryan you can't win," he said."We've
able."
front of therriSelves."
Question marks abound as has got game experience, but got to stay focused."
It'll help if he can find playtries to figure out who Zach is a very accomplished
Griffin
A task that's easy to say but
ers that will hold onto the ball.
Ryne high school quarterback and harder to do when there is so
Quarterback
where.
put
to
over
ball
the
The Racers turned
threw for 1.062 yards he's got four years to play much inexperience on both
38 times last season, the most Salyer
touchdowns last year. here."
eight
and
1-AA.
sides of the ball. Griffin said his
in Division
It might not matter how well
is no guarantee that
there
but
"We've got to get rid of
goal this year is to get his playbe the starter when the the quarterback — whoever it
8,000 turnovers and 8,000 stu- he'll
believing in each other.
ers
Racers open the season at is — plays if the Racers can't
pid penalties," Griffin said.
first year is always the
"The
Missoun on Sept. 2. Redshin do a better job of stopping the
"We can't be misaligned in our
he said. "We're
difficult,"
most
gave
who
State
opposition. Murray
freshman Zach Barnard —
base defense. That's on us as
young. We've got to let these
last
from
game
Racers
per
points
the
to
34.3
transferred
up
coaches. That's unacceptable. It
Marshall University — is in the season, the most in the .Ohio kids grow up.just goes back to our word

By MICHAEL DANN
Spoils Writer
Lee Edwards had many firsts during his inaugural year as
Murray High's head coach.
Some were memorable. Some he would just as soon forget.
There was the first win, and the first road trip. But one first
still eluded Edwards: His first home game.
For the first time since 2003, the Tigers — this time with
Edwards at the helm — will return to their home when they host
Dyer County, Tenn., in Friday night's fourth
annual Pella Bowl at Ty Holland Stadium.
Since the start of the 2004 season, the
Tigers have made Murray State's Ro!,
Stewart Stadium their temporary home while
Ty Holland and Murray Middle School
underwent renovations.
Now, Ty Holland is ready to go — and so
is Edwards.
"You, wouldn't believe the buzz around
the stadium,- he said. "Everyone is excited.
Edwards So, you can imagine what it's like for people
who played there 30-40 years ago. We're just
trying to ride that wave of excitement.
"When you have tradition, such as we do, you want to build
on that. There is no substitute for tradition. You cannot fabricate
it, and you can't trick someone into believing that you have it.
You either have it or you don't," he added.
Against Dyer County this week, the Tigers will unveil a look
that might be as new as the digs at Ty Holland.
Murray will return five players each on offense and defense.
featuring 1,800-yard back Jon Jon Wilson from last season as
well as Drew Stephens, a two-way returnee. Other top returnees
include Matt Collins, Devin Graves, Taylor Pierce, Will Kemp
and Jamie King. Those seven — along with the rest of the squad
— will try to contain the dominance of Choctaws' all-purpose
running back Andre Flowers.
Flowers was last year's Region 7-3A Offensive Player of the
Year in the Vilunteer state. He's started in the Dyer County
backfield since his freshman year, rushing for over 1,600 yards
last season.
He has added size in the offseason, bulking up from 205 to
215 pounds. At 6-foot, Flowers is primed for a huge senior season. He gets help in the backfield from his brother, Neil. as well
as B.A. Davis and Desmond Smith.
III See TIGERS,2B

REDS 7 CARDINALS 2

Returning
the favor
REDS EVEN SERIES AGAINST ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS (AP) — When Bronson Arroyo arrived at the
Cincinnati Reds' clubhouse several hours before game time, he
was puzzled to find a bouquet of 10 red roses was waiting for
him.
The anonymous gesture might become his good-luck charm
after Arroyo ended a 10-start winless slump and finally won his
10th game in a 7-2 victory over St. Louis on Wednesday night
that cut the Cardinals' lead in the NU Central to 11/2 games.
"It worked," Arroyo said. "Hey, we'll have to take them dead
and everything to the next start."
Edwin Encamacion hit two of the Reds' homers, all of which
came in the first five innings. Ken Griffey Jr., Rich Aurilia and
Adam Dunn also connected.
"From one through eight, you look at their numbers and
•See CARDS, 2B

Cincinnati's Ken Griffey Jr., left, is congratulated at the
plate by on-deck hitter Adam Dunn following Griffey's fifthinning solo home run against the Cardinals Wednesday
night at Busch Stadium.
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PGA CHAMPIONSHIP

Seven Year Itch

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
American League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
70 47 598
New YOnt
—
69
580
2
50
Boston
64 56 533 71/2
Toronto
Baltimore
52 68 43319 1/2
Tampa Bay
48 72 40023 1,2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Detroit
78 42 650
—
71 48.597 6 1.2
Chicago
70 49 588 7 1/2
Minnesota
Cleveland
53 66 44524 1.2
43 78 'Issas 12
Kansas City
West Division
W
L Pct GB
—
Oakland
68 52 567
62 59 512 6 172
Los Angeles
62 59 512 6 1/2
Texas
12
56 64 467
Seattle
Wednesday's Scores
Boston 6 Detroit 4
Baltimore 3, NY Yankees 2
Tampa Bay 8. Toronto 3
Texas 9. L A Angels 3
Kansas City 10 Chicago White Sox 4
Minnesota 7 Cleveland 2
Oakland 4 Seattle 0
Today's Games
Baltimore (R Lopez 8-12) at N Y
Yankees (Wright 9-6). 12 05 p
Cleveland (Byrd 7-6) at Minnesota
(Garza 0-1(, 12 10 p m
Kansas City (OPerez 4-4) at Chicago
White Sox (Buehrie 9-10) 1 OS pm
Texas (Volquez 1-1) at Detroit (Rogers
11-6), 6 05 p m
Toronto (Burnett 4-5) at Tampa Bay
(Kazmir 10-8) 6 15 p m
Seattle (Moyer 6-11) at LA Angels
(Escobar 8-10), 906 pm

National League
islon
4
East D .
L Pct GB
—
71 48 597
New York
12
59 60.496
Philadelphia
56 64 46715 1/2
Florida
16
55 64.462
Atlanta
53 67 44218 1/2
Washington
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
—
63 56 529
St Louis
62 58.517 1 1/2
Cincinnati
57 63.475 8 1/2
Houston
57 63 475 6 1/2
Milwaukee
52 68 43311 1/2
Chicago
18
46 75 380
Pittsburgh
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
64 57 529
Los Angeles
61 59 508 2 1/2
Arizona
60 60 500 3 1.2
San Diego
58 62 483 51/2
Colorado
57 63 475 6 1/2
San Francisco
Wednesday's Scores
Milwaukee 5 Pittsburgh 2. 13 innings
Chicago Cubs 1, Houston 0
Honda 15, L A Dodgers 4
Washington 9 Atlanta 6
Philadelphia 3 N V Mets 0
Cincinnati 7, St Louis 2
Arizona 9. Colorado 5
San Francisco 7, San Diego 5. 13
innings
Today s Games
Atlanta (Barry 0-1) at Washington
(Bergmann 0-0), 1205 pm
N Y Mets (Maine 2-3) at Philadelphia
(Matheson 1-3), 12:05 pm
Cincinnati (Wuxi 2-5) at St. Louis
(Weaver 5-13), 1:10 p.m
Anzona (Webb 13-4) at Colorado (Fogg
8-7), 305 p m
San Francisco (Cain 8-9) at San Diego
(Peavy 6-11).235 pm
Houston (Hirsh 0-1) at Milwaukee
(Sheets 3-4), 7 05 p m

Lady Laker soccer falls 4-3
Staff Report
The Calloway County Lady Laker soccer team dropped its season opener on Tuesday night. falling to Lyon County 4-3 at the Jim
Nix Soccer Complex.
Haley White, Mallorie Esterlein and Katlyn Smith each scored
second-half goals to pace the Calloway attack.
White scored unassisted 20 minutes into the second half.
Esterlein followed with a score off a corner kick by Smith with 18
minutes to go. Smith then completed the Lady Laker scoring with a
goal off an assist from Beth Ross with 14 minutes left.
Calloway had nine total shots on goal. Goalkeeper Ross had one
save in the first half, while Kelsie Greer had two in the second half.
_ _The Ead_y Lakers were scheduled to return to the field tonight for
a match at Lone Oak.

SEVEN YEARS LATER,
SOME THINGS
STAY THE SAME
MED1NAH, Ill.(AP) — The
longest course for a major. A
flap over the Ryder Cup. Tiger
Woods hitting his stride.
The PGA Championship
returns to Medinah Country
Club, and it doesn't seem as
though much has changed in the
seven years since it last was held
at this tree-lined course outsid
Chicago.
The controversy over the
Ryder Cup this time is not about
money, but the points system.
The course was the longest
for a Grand Slam event at sea
level in 1999 at 7,401 yards.
Now it measures 7,561 yards
and is the longest for any major
championship at any altitude.
As for Woods, he has a little
less hair and a lot more trophies.
Medinah brought him one of
his most important titles in the
1999 PGA Championship, when
Woods was going through a 2
1/2-year drought in the majors
that raised questions about
whether his 1997 Masters title
was a fluke. He nearly blew a
five-shot lead in the final round
until making a crucial par save
on the 17th hole and hanging on
for a one-shot victory over 19year-old Sergio Garcia.
That turned out to be a
springboard to one of the most
dominant stretches in golf.
Starting with his victory at
Medinah, Woods won 18 of .his
next 36 events on the PGA Tour,
including a 5-of-6 run through
the majors.
A victory at Medinah could
signal another big run.
For the first time since the
2001 Masters, Woods goes into
_a major having won his previous
two starts on the PGA Tour.
The first one was the British

•Cards
hits in seven innings to win for
the first time since June 19. He
thump,"
some
they've got
had been 0-5 with a 5.29 ERA
Cardinals catcher Gary Bennett
during the drought, and gave up
said.
homers in a loss to the
three
"If you miss out over the
in his last start.
Cardinals
plate, they have a good chance
His last two starts, he
doing
and
of hitting you hard
changed his hairdo to a cornrow
some damage."
style. He removed them after the
the
against
9-5
are
The Reds
into game, however.
headed
Cardinals
-They're probably gone for a
Thursday's series finale, also the
while," Arroyo said. "I
little
final game between the teams
gave them two opportunities to
this season.
get a win and they did their job,
The Cardinals, who scored
we'll leave them off for a
so
on bases-loaded groundouts, are
while."
they
division
a
against
26-31
Before this start, Arroyo
dominated last year with a 51-29
decided not to worry about his
record.
personal misfortune and just try
Arroyo (10-8), who reprehelp the Reds stay close in the
to
sented the Reds at the All-Star
Central.
four
on
run
one
game. allowed
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Open, when Woods hit driver
only once at Royal Liverpool
and wore out his long irons on
his way to a two-shot victory.
The next stop was the Buick
Open, where he overpowered
the course and won by three for

AP

Tiger Woods hits a short iron during practice for the 88th PGA Championship on Wednesday
in Medinah, Ill. The tournament started today.
three major champions of the
his 50th career title.
"I saw him hit a few shots, year for the first two rounds, and
and he had that kind of swagger it should be quite a show.
"The expectations of Phil
... that kind of strut he has when
he's playing really well, that 'no must be very high to knock
one is beating me' look in his Tiger off his pedestal," Michael
eye," U.S. Open champion Campbell said. "He's playing
Geoff Ogilvy said. "He hasn't great right now. They're both
had that for a while. You don't playing great. It's going to be a
think, 'Here we go again,' but great spectacle for all of us, realyou're happy that the best play- ly, to see these best two players
er in history is back playing the in the world fight it out over the
next four days."
way he can."
For a dozen or so other playWoods won that 2001
Masters after playing the final ers, more than just the
round with Phil Mickelson, Wanamaker Trophy is on the
line.
beating him by two shots.
This is the final qualifying
They haven't played together
in a major since then, although event for the Ryder Cup — the
that will change when the PGA top 10 in the standings make the
Championship begins Thursday U.S. team, and captain Tom
morning. Leave it to the final Lehman will announce his two
major of the year to deliver the picks on Monday. Some 90
players still have a mathematical
pairing everyone wants to see.
The PGA puts together the chance.

UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE

Padgett out for exhibition tour
PITINO SAYS FORWARD WILL NOT PLAY IN CANADA
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Louisville center David Padgett
won't play when the Cardinals
play three exhibition games in
Canada next month, coach Rick
Pitino said Wednesday.
Padgett underwent knee surgery in March. Though Pitino

EXPERIENCE

IS Independent Suspension
1502eWtTrting at only $5999.00
48" Deck;
21hp Kawas i

said Padgett's recovery is ahead
of schedule. Padgett will not
participate in practice or the
games when the Cardinals play
against three Canadian colleges
in Ottawa, Ontario from Sept. 24.
"We're going to be really
conservative with him," Pitino
said of Padgett, who averaged
11.8 points and 6.1 rebounds for
the Cardinals last seasolo-after
transferring from Kansas,'
Padgett's injury will allow
Pitino to give more playing time
Jonathan
sophomore
to
Huffman and junior Terrance
Farley as well as freshman
1
Derrick Caracter.
Sophomore guard Terrence
Williams will also not play during the tour after suffering a
minor leg injury. Williams will
be available when the Cardinals
begin practice for the 2006-07
season in October.
Though the Cardinals have
not yet released their schedule.
Pitino said the school's non-conference opponents will include

Arizona, whom the Cardinals
will play at Madison Square
Garden in the Jimmy V Classic
on Dec. 5.
The Cardinals will also play
Massachusetts and in-state rival
Kentucky before beginning their
second season in the Big East.
Louisville went 21-13 last season, losing to South Carolina in
Invitation
National
the
Tournament semifinals.
Pitino said the strength of the
non-conference schedule is a
testament to his incoming class,
which he called the best he's had
during his stay at Louisville.
"We expect much bigger and
better things," Pitino said. "I
think our guys will rise to the
occasion."
The Cardinals will begin
practicing for their trip to
Canada on Aug. 23. The
Cardinals will play Carleton
University on Saturday. Sept. 2
at 8 p.m.. the University of
Ottawa on Sunday, Sept. 3 at 1
p.m. and Laurentian University
on Monday. Sept. 4 at II a.m.

PGA Championship
At A Glance
MEDINAH, Ill. (AP) — A bnef look at the
88th PGA Championship, which begins
today
Site: Medinah Country Club (No 3)
Length: 7,561 yards.
Par: 36-36--72
Defending champion: Phil Mickelson
Last time at Medinah: Tiger Woods
won his second malor. but it was spirited
19-year-old Sergio Garcia who made the
biggest splash Garcia gouged a 6-iron
out of the base of a tree On the 16th hole
for the signature shot of his career, and
established himself as Woods' next big
rival. But while Woods has gone on to
win nine more majors. Garcia is still looking for his first
Ryder Cup This is the final tournament
to qualify for the U S Ryder Cup team
Among those needing a top finish to
make the team is Davis Love III, who is
14111 In the *tending.. H. has pawed on
every Ryder Cup team since 1993 the
longest active streak The top 10 players
in a points system qualify. and Tom
Lehman will announce his two captain's
picks Monday.
Noteworthy: Changes to 14 holes will
make the course play 160 yards longer
than it did in 1999 -- and, at 7,561
yards. the longest of any mator.

UNIVERSITY OF
TENNESSEE

Fellows mulls
season-ending
surgery
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Tennessee defensive back
Roshaun Fellows has a torn pectoral muscle and must decide
whether to have surgery that
would end this season early or
play through the pain, coach
Phillip Fulmer said Wednesday.
Fellows, a junior who started
four games at cornerback last
year, was injured in the Orange
and White game at the end of
spring practice. He redshirted
his first year on campus, mean-'
ing he would likely lose this season of eligibility if he had surgery.
Fulmer said Fellows would
probably be out the entire seaion if he had surgery.
"I hope he'll be fine," Fulmet::
?
.
said. "If there was a risk of some
kind of serious injury we would;
have already done the surgery.
It's just pain more than anything
else."
•7
TOUT'S WIMP SPONRAPIII

•Tigers
patience translates into playing
good football. He hopes the
The Choctaws return nine Tigers can keep that mindset,
offensive starters and eight especially on defense.
ondefense. The squad is experi"We've obviously got to conenced, with no sophomores or tain (Flowers)." Edwards said.
freshmen on the roster.
"He's going to get first downs.
"Just watching them play, What we're trying to do is not
you can tell they have confi- let him go for long touchdowns.
dence in what they're doing." That'll be tough."
Edwards said. -They understand
Patience means making the
their system, both offensively opponent work for scores.
and defensively. You can tell
"When I was younger. I
(coach Adam Crenshaw's) would send the house. But I've
direction is setting in now. It'll learned to be patient and make
be a tough challenge for us."
the offense earn it — not give
In his fourth season as the them the easy stuff," Edwards
coach. said. "I don't want any easy
head
Choctaws'
Crenshaw finished 4-6 last sea- touchdowns. That's what we
son, missing the playoffs.
have to do against everybody.
After one year of sideline but especially this team."
duties himself. Edwards knows

From Page 1B
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TV Schedule
Today
GOLF
1 p.m.
TNT — PGA of Arnenca PGA
Championship first round at Medinah
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - Texas at Detroit
NFL FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
FOX -- Preseason Kansas City at
N Y Giants
TEN/SS
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ESPN2 — ATP Western & Southern
Financial Group Mainers, round ol te,
at CAnonneli(same-day tape)
WNBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN2 — Playoffs. first round. game
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mummummuommirmeKrauss & Union
Station lead nominees
for bluegrass awards
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — egones of nominations you say.
Perennial award favorite Allison 'Well, you know. I think I can do
Krauss and Union Station are the better next year.' It just gives you
top nominees, with II, for the an incentive, and there's also a
International Bluegrass Music Asso- good deal of satisfaction in knowing that your peers are paying
ciation awards.
to what you're doing,"
The group is nominated for attention
he
said.
Instrumental Group and Vocal
Skaggs & Kentucky Thunder
Group of the Year, while Krauss
nominated for Instrumental
were
and band mate Dan Tyrninsk:i are
— a category they've won
Group
nominated individually for Female
seven years — and for
last
the
Vocalist and Male Vocalist.
six individual awards.
Group members Barry Bales,
As owner of Skaggs Family
Jerry Douglas and Ron Block are
Skaggs also saw several
Records,
individual
also up for several
artists on his label nominated,
awards.
including the family group CherDoyle Lawson and Rhonda Vinryholmes, which is up for five
cent announced the nominations
awards including Entertainer of the
Tuesday at the Country Music Hall
Year.
of Fame and Museum.
Last year, Cherryholmes surBlue Highway received 10 nom- prised some observers by being
inations, including Vocal 'Group, nominated and then winning EnterSong, Gospel and Instrumental tainer of the Year as a new group.
Group of the Year. The band also
"Seeing Cherryholmes nominatis nominated for two different
ed for Entertainer of the Year again
Album of the Year projects, includlets people know that last year
ing their 2005 release "Marble- was not a fluke. It wasn't a mistown."
take,: Skaggs said.
Lawson and his band. QuickVincent and her group the Rage
silver, received seven nominations, received six nominations, while
as did Ricky Skaggs & Kentucky the Del McCoury Band got four
Thunder.
and The Grascals three.
Lawson's nominations include
Marty Stuart will host the show
Entertainer of the Year, Gospel Sept. 28 at the Grand Ole Opry
Recorded Performance and Song House.
and Album of the Year.
The International Bluegrass
Photo provided
Kay Scarbrough (Truvy)
and
(Annelle)
r
Kohlenberge
Haley
(Mtynn),
Smith
Stacey
'STEEL':
OF
WOMEN
continues to run this week
rehearse a scene in Playhouse in the Park's current show, Steel Magnolias. The show
call
759-2199.
reservations
For
Sunday.
through

Gov. art award nominations sought
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Kentucky Arts Council is currently accepting nominations
until Sept. 1 for the 2006 Governor's Awards in the Arts, the
state's highest honor in the arts
recognizing individuals and
organizations making outstanding contributions in Kentucky
through the arts.
Any individuals, organizations or businesses may make
nominations.
The nine award categories
— Artist, Business, Community Arts, Education, Folk Heritage. Government, Media, Miner 'and National — recognize
the broad range of support the
arts enjoy in Kentucky.
To be eligible to receive the
award, candidates must be a
Kentucky resident, organization,
business, media outlet, school
or government agency, with the
exception of the National
Award, bestowed upon a Kentucky native son or daughter
who has achieved national or
international acclaim in the arts.

Gov. Ernie Fletcher will
honor the 2006 award recipients at a special public ceremony and reception in the Capitol Rotunda in Frankfort in
early 2007.
"The Governor's Awards in
the Arts celebrate the value of
the arts in Kentucky and help
recognize the outstanding contributions and achievements in
the arts of Kentuckians," says
Meadows, Executive
Lori
Director of the Kentucky Arts
Council. "The Arts Council
is celebrating our 40th anniversary this year, along with the

National Endowment for the
Arts.
" The Governor's Awards
honorees often demonstrate the
importance of our history of
public support for the arts and
how the arts can create vibrant
communities and bring , positive change to people's lives."
To gain access to the guidelines, instructions and nomination forms, go to http://artscouncil.ky.gov/guide/progl/ga_gdfh
pl. Paper nomination forms
are also available upon request
at 1-888-833-2787.

:
Irll

After 43 years, Lawson said Music Association also announced
nominationl and awards are still Tuesday that bluegrass gospel group
meaningful.
the Lewis Family and the late
"When you finish up what King Records founder Sydney
amounts to a year and you look Nathan will be inducted into the
and see three or four or five cat- organization's Hall of Honor

Jack Daniels Band to perform in ParisThe

PARIS. Tenn. — Someone has said,"When
Mr. Jack Daniel's Original Silver Cornet Band
performs. it's more than just a concert. It's
like the town of Lynchburg comes to call."
Jack Daniel's famous white gazebo and
front porch rocking chair will adorn the stage
at the Krider Performing Ails Center on Sept.
9 at 7 p.m.
Turn of the century Lynchburg, Tenn.,
(comes alive on the stage right before your
,seyes. A wonderful cast of characters. period
clothing and even the sound of the cricket's
'night song create a setting that is perfect for

the gentle music of the silver cornet.
Jack Daniel's Original Silver Cornet Band has
recorded three albums that are now considered classics and appeared in two PBS Specials.
The Paris Henry County Arts Council,
along with local businesses, is sponsoring this
event that will charm audiences of all ages.
Advance tickets are $12.50 and are available
at the Paris Chamber of Commerce, City Hall
of Paris, Paris Civic Center, and from any
Arts Council Board Member. Tickets at the
door will be $15.
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equal opportunity basis
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Lots For Sale
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Used Trucks
Campers
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Julie Brown
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or
Fax: 753-1927
p.m.:
a.m.-5
7:30
Friday
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-- Office Hours: Monday-

Happy Birthday

Larry Tucker41.
s Sol
Oh how nifty

k

Ism
, Keno, Ricky,
A., WWI & Tyler

CTION
Neon Beach Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Ave.
Saturday August 19th 4,8:(X) a.m.
Units to be sold are B-88. B-1(10,
C-15. E-17. F-1 & F-9.
Due to non-payment.
020

020

Notice

Notice

ILI)AU
Murray Moose Lodge
lutist 18, 2006
lieghtfhp8 ignia
DIMMER:eflo
DANCE: DOOM
(74)1Sr IL NfitRIWC

641 Trade Day.
Saturday.
Every
Spaces available. For
info, call
(270)492-8093.
THUR/FRI night fish
dinners at Sandra D's.
293-3816 94E

PSYCHIC Readings
Advice, help on al
problems of life. Mrs
Ann. 270-767-0508.
LW and Found
FOUND Young female
Shephard mix, around
Irvan Cobb Dr in
Murray Call 436-2500
Reward
Lost Black & White
Shih-Tzu puppy. last
seen Nash Dr.
Saturday 8/12,
answers to Boo Boo
761-6490
REWARD: $500 cash,
no questions asked.
LOST: 12-Year old big
male chocolate lab,
disappeared 8/06
around 5.30p m.,
Beach Rd Kirksey
area wearing orange
cotter wit D. tags_
489-2950, 293-8578,
293-8579

111:1111p Winkel
A child needs you'
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
BUSY Bee's Child
Care is now hinng
FT/PT teachers Apply
in person at 350
Utterback Rd.. Murray
CHILD care canter is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years. Apply at 109
South 15th Street.
Murray.
CHILDCARE
occasional weekends
References required
436-2009 or 976-2067

CLASS A CDL dnvers
or dump truck
759-0501, 753-1537

Aga
DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER

Calloway Co Propane
Gas in Murray has an
opening for a local
propane delivery bobtruck dnver and tank
installer Must have a
CDL-HazMat vilTanker.
Excellent pay. great
benefits Please call
753-7485 or toll free
for Warren at
1-800-874-4427 ext. 142
or email him at.
wvanwyck upgas.com
Driver
DELIVERY
applications now being
accepted at Pizza Pro,
12th
605-C South
Street Must be at least
18 and have no speeding tickets or traffic citations for the past 3
years. Hours are Thur
4/8, Fn 6/8 and Sat 6/8
No phone inquiries.
EXPERIENCED, motivated cook & server for
small cafe in Mayfield
978-1893 leave mes
sage
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person after 6•00P1.4.
FULL time tire tech
with mechanical abilities Apply in person
Economy Tire
753-8500
Equipment
HEAVY
Operator Very expenenced in construction
trade Dozer, backhoe,
excavator, full time
employee. 2-5 years
experience, Murray,
Kentucky. some blue
print knowledge. Eager
person
dependable

who desires to work in
well established growing company producing
high quality work
270-293-2994
PLUMBER or
dumber's helper. Ca
after 5Phl
(270)492-8377

Expected

Process Engineer Requirements:
Must have a 2 year Technical Degree or five years
equivalent expenence in automation/manufacturing. Computer skills, proficient in Microsoft
Office.

82,064,234

Electronics

Hydraulics
Mechanical
Troubleshooting
PLC Pgramming

Automation

required by state law, this notice includes the following information.
Revenue

Tax Rate Per $100
AssesaeclYaluation
1 , Preceding Year Tax Rate
and Revenue Produced

.3930

21 Tax Rate Proposed for Current
Year and Expected Revenue

3948

$2,180,497

131 Compensating Tax Rate and
Expected Revenue

3723

$2,056,228

(4i Revenue Expected from New
Property.

3946

$

i Si Revenue Expected from Personal
Property

Must Have Training and Experience In:

IMMEDIATE
OPENING

33,342

Now hiring full time
service manager.
Must work weekends
& have open
availability. Resume
required. No phone
calls, please.

$ 351,067

.3948

The City of Murray proposes to exceed the compensating tax rate by levying a tax
rate of $.3948 which will be spent in the public safety departments of City government
THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS REQUIRED PUBLICATION OF
THIS ADVERISEMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN
H. Thomas Rushing
Mayor
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EDGER &TIMES

Henry County Medical Center is seeking

-

a System Aelminietrator who will be

Interviews will be granted to qualified applicants
AFTER resumes are reviewed. Absolutely no
on-the-spot interviews will be conducted.
NO PHU\E CALLS PLEASE.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

HEALTH SERVICES
Staff Nurse. Department of Health Services. Murray State University. Ninemonth. full-time. salaried position to begin in September 2006.
Qualifications:. A bachelor's degree in nursing from an accredited program.
licensed as a registered nurse in the state of Kentucky. a minimum of three
years full-time experience is required. Preference will be given to candidates
with expenence in providing primary health care in an ambulatory facility, and
in presenting health education programs. Must be able to demonstrate strong
communication and interpersonal skills, and a willingness to be part of a professional tearn.
Responsibilities: Provide health assessment and plan care according to clinic
for
protocols: provide health information for students who visit the clinic, and
student groups on campus: demonstrate basic knowledge of computer systems.

Application Deadline: August 25. 2006. To Apply: Send a letter of application, resume. transcripts. arid the names and contact information for three references to: Murray State University Health Services Search Committee, 136
Wells Hall. Murray. KY 42071. Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Murray State University is an Equal Education and Employment
Opportunity, MIF/D. AA employer

SKILLED MECHANIC.
Would consider entry
level, tools required
ASE certified a plus
but not required, must
be willing to take ASE
tests. Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-C,
Murray. KY 42071
MERCHANDISER (Gr
ocery) Needed to service stores in Murray,
KY & Pans. TN areas
PfT AM hrs M-F
(approx. 4 hrs/morithly) CaM 800-216-7909
a 763

LAWN
care/Landscape Very
experienced in landscape/lawn care trade
Operate tractor/blade.
commercial lawn mowers, able to tnm
shrubs,trees, install
retaining walls/plants,
2-5 years expenence.
Murray. Kentucky. full
time employee. Eager
dependable person
who desires to work in
well established growing company producing high quality work_
270-293-2994 ,
STYLIST needed for
growing salon.
767-0000
NOW Hiring housekeeping. Apply in person only. Holiday Inn
Express Hwy 641 N.
Murray

Resumes will not be accepted after Aug. 31, 2006
Sealing Products
Paris, TN
EEO/M/F/DN

HELP WANTED
Home Medical Delivery Tech needed to
set-up & educate patients in the home
with hospital bed, oxygen, etc.. full-time
w/benefits.

Apply in person:
05 Arcadia Circle, Murray,KY

0

Candidates must have a minimum of 4
years experience with Microsoft SQL or
similar relational database administration and technical support in a multiserver mission-critical environment.
Prefer candidate who has a four year
degree with major course work in computer science or related field or equivalent combination of training and experience.

Interested applicants must apply by resume only;

NSTRUCTORS wanted. Martial arts for kids.
Mon. Wed, & Fn after3145-4.30.
noons
Family Fitness Center.
Call and ask for Sue
761-3737

Dana Corporation
100 Plumley Dr., Building 07
Paris, TN 38242

responsible for review, evaluation and
maintenance of the Medical Center's
databases. This individual will report
directly to the Director of IS. Individual
will work with vendors regarding
upgrades to related applications.
Individual must be able to work independently and make sound judgments.
Must also be able to work with other IS
analysis.

The Nlui lay Ledger & inies has a IUD-time retail ads ertising
sales position available immediately.
If you have a proven track record in sales, enjoy working with
the public. are motivated to earn, love a challenge and have high
energy - you could be the sales representative we're looking for.
lob responsibilities include working with established local businesses to develop advertising plans and developing new busines
accounts in Murray and surrounding areas.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental plans. salary plu
conmiission. are all part of an excellent benefit package.

Electrical

Pneumatics
Controls
Equipment Set Up
Robotics Programming
Benefits Offered: Competitive wages, health
& dental insurance, paid vacations, paid holidays.
& incentive programs.
Qualified candidates should submit their resume to:

IS- SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR

Advertising Sales
- Position Available

Help Woad

Help Waled

AUTOMATION
ENGINEER
Job Opening

NOTICE OF PUBLIC BEARING
Pursuant to KRS 132.027, as enacted by the Kentucky General Assembly
Extraordinary Session of 1979, the City of Murray, Kentucky, will hold a Public
hearing on August 24, 2006, at 6:30 p.m., in the Council Chambers, City Hall
Building, 104 N. 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky to hear comments from the public
regarding proposed 2006 tax rates on real property.
As
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VISA

Computers
REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring or mail
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641 N., Murray, KY
42071.

Servall Termite Co.
accepting applications for TERMITE
TECHNICIAN.

Henry County Medical Center offers an
excellent compensation and benefit
package. Interested candidates should
mail or email resumes to:

No experience
necessary Will train
Apply imperson Women

Henry County Medical Center
PO Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org

Termite & Pest Control Co
1604 121N, Murray

Applicants must have a working knowledge of manufacturing machinery, electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic systems including robotics welding and PLC
logic controllers.
Johnson Controls. Inc offers opportunities for

advancement. Excellent benefits package (medical.
dental. vision). Team Atmosphere, 100% Tuition
Assistance. Credit Union. Automotive Vehicle
Employee Discount Programs, 401K. Paid Holidays,
ra.& Sick leave.
Applications will be accepted at
Murray Career Services
210 Ordway Hall • Murray. Kentucky.
Or online: http://www.hopkinsville.des.ky.gov

Matt

270-753-6433
1-800-264-1433

EXPERIENCED,
dependable team of
two mothers will
babysit in our nonsmoking & pet free
Murray home.
Immediate full and
afternoon positions
available. Competitive
rates, excellent references. 753-8576
767-0752
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129

. Human Resources Manager
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Taking applications
for all positions. Day

& night. Apply in
person at Sonic.
217 S. 12th, Murra.
No phone calls.

Come see our classified
ads online!
VAW4.MurrayIedger.com

and click on the classified link.

Wont to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING Rink cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
BUYING U.S. Silver
coins. 753-1376, 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks.
Call Larry 753-3633.

JOHNSON CONTROLS,INC.

MYERS Lumber needs
an experienced, selfmotivated sales percabinet
son/kitchen
Computer
designer
skills are required.
Knowledge of bluehelpful
is
prints
Attention to detail and
excellent people skills
are essential. Will train.
Pay plus commission.
Send resume to or
apply in person at 500
S. 4th St.. Murray Ask
for Donnie

759.3556

encouraged to apply.

MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIAN
Johnson Controls, Inc.. Cadiz, Kentucky will be
accepting applications for Maintenance Electricians.

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs

LOOKING for someone
to clean your horne?
Residential cleaning
753-3,328
services
(after 2PM)
Panda's
MANDA
Funcare has openings
in her home. Looking
for children of any age
Great at home setting.
One of the cheapest
home daycares. Call
753-7031 or 293-5212.
OPENING in child care
center for infant & toddlers on 151 & 2nd
shifts. Years of experience, CPR, 1st aid
Cal for more information 489-2699

\ \I I I
SCRAP( \l'
C.‘11 Kl..1
A1"1'() PAR!S
75.3-5500
•‘\11 I PICK tile
150
Articles
For Sale
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue. $150
eaolai-448-492-8614
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system
Satellite
America's Top 60 chanonly
for
nels
$19.99/mo. Get your
HBO.
of
choice
Cinemax. Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions
Plasma. LCD, DIP, &
Brands by
CRTs
Toshiba, Sony. LG
Zenith. & JVC We also
have a large selection
of entertainment cen
ters & TV carts
Beesley TV 759-0901

CLASSIFIEDS
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Thursday, Amps, 17, 1906 • 5B
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Saturday, August 19, 2006 • 10 a.m.

ets: Hardin, KY & Murray, KY
LOCATED IN CALLOWAY & MARSHALL CO.

Saturday, August 26th, 2006 at 10:00 AM
Farr Lamas= Hwy. 1346 & Nana,Neal Ral. DEXTER. KENTUCKY Prow Murray, KY 14, (...4 I Narol. 'r Slal,r. tr.
Rooseselt Rd (Hwy. 1346).1.0 East 1.2 Males to tam Feal110 HARLIN,KY so Hwy. MI & Hwy. 402/10 i..k I lr I.> I
Miles to Rsioseveh Rd.(Hwy. 1346)'Go East 1.2 Stan to Earn Sivas Priest

`south 1

ATTENTION: FARMERS,TIMBER BUYERS,
INVESTORS & HUNTERS.

AUCTION HUI I
SEASONS Riltu At IRA\ t
ill 4 WAYS/HP
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PRODUCTIVE CALLOWAY COUNTY BOTTOM FARMLAND,
PEACEFUL HIGH RIDGE BUILDING SITE
HUIVTERS:ABUNDANCE OF WIIDL1FE-WATERFOWL,DEER TURKEY
FARM BORDERS EAST FORK CLARKS RIVER
A MUST SEE FARM IN C.ALLOWAY AND MARSHALL CO.

At the home of Mrs. Margaret "Mug" Waldrop
1701 West Olive Street, Murray, KY
Mrs. Waldrop is going to live with her daughter.
Maple table - maple lamp & coffee table - table lamps - wing back
chair - nice recliner - nice sofa - magazine rack - wall picture - wood
smoke stand - wall lamps - miniature lamps - wall lamp one w/red
bowl with iron holder - nice bevel wall mirror - old slate oak bed knee hole desk - nice drop leaf table & chairs w/leaves & hutch nice old 4 piece bedroom suite - glass door pie safe - maple table &
2 leaves - sofa & chair - coal scuttle - telephone bench - wood corner
what not - 4 drawer chest - touch lamp - small camel back trunk vanity lamps Murray State Shield - round wood kitchen table w/4
chairs - old baby bed - old wood rocker- Shawnee vase - bud vase what not items - old cast iron tea kettle - stone items - old shoe last
- small wall clock - carnival glass - hen on nest - amber pieces brass items - bird figurines - old waffle maker patent 1916 - milkglass cake sand - canister set - amber pitcher - old glass & china flatware - Tupperware - old Ellis Popcorn- knife - old churn lid &
dasher - hand painted vanity lamp - old treadle sewing machine
Hartford w/cover - cookbooks - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - brass home smoke stand - Maytag washer - G.E. dryer quart City Dairy PH. Thornton - pt. City Dairy F.C. Holland - Miller
pt. dairy - quart cloverleaf qt. milk bottle Jewel Bros. Clinton, KY quart country club row milk phone 211 - quart Hunt Dairy Paducah,
KY - Bailey Farm Dairy Co. St. Louis - other old bottles - 2 nice tea
pitchers - cake plate - Pevely creamer - Flote's plate & cup Roseville stone pitcher - stem fruiters - boom box - cassette tapes CDs - costume jewelry - old Christmas items - old quilts - afghans bed linen - tablecloths - L.P. records - Bearcat scanner - 5 gal milk
can - old golf bag - cast iron seat - old rake wheels - hand & yard
tools and much more.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
DAN MILLER 435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 233:1

REAL ESTATE TRACTS.Tract 1" 3.752 Acre Building'Iract Corner Of Nanny Neal Rd.& Hwy.
1346. Tract r 28.504 Acres Open Productive Farmland & Timberland On Corner Hwy. 1346 &
Nanny Neal Rd. Tract .3 98.069 Acres Open Bottom Farmland And Timberland Bordering East
Clark River, Portion Of Tract Is In Marshall Co. • Calloway County Fenn Service Agency Farm
*6806 Having 83.3 Tillable Acres. 2006 Bases Include: 77 Acres Corn, 2.7 Acres Soybean. 1.8 Acres
Grain Sorghum, .8 Acre Of Wheat With A Direct Annual Payment Of $1757.00 Dollars.
AUCTION HELD AT 4 SEASONS RESTAURANT(AT4 WAYSTOP IN IL4RDIN, KY)

REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT 10:00 AM REGARDLESS OF PRICE
BUY ANY TRACT,COMBINATION,OR ENTIRE PROPERTY!
Call for detailed brochure or visit: wericharrisauctions.com
RFAL ESTATE TERMS: 15% down day of sale balance in 30 days.

-My serrice Doesn't et.t. It Pape'

WELDON ESTATE SALE
From Murray- 641 to puryear,
take 140 E- go approx. 5 miles,
left on Shady Grove Rd., right on
Hershel Sykes Rd
FRIDAY 8-?
SAT 8-?
(731)247-5317
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

150

Arecles
For Salt
HOT tub/spa. Neve
used. 5HP, 20 jets, dig
Retail
light.
ita),
sacrifice
$4,300,
$1,695. Can deliver
cel
931-538-9896,
031-278-0303

2005 Champion 16x80
3BR 2BA, vinyl siding
shingled roof. all appli
ances, wood deck, fac
tory warranty, Must
sell. Call 270-978-2128
leave message.

}KIMBALL Piano $850.
52" Hitachi TV
Call 293-8141
"OFFICE desk, washer
& dryer, '92 Cougar,
misc. items. 753-4109

PLAYSTAT1ON 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square.
Huge Selection, Great
Prices! 753-0530

ver
93-

QUEEN size bedroom
set, including box
spnngs & mattress
$800.00. Black cuno
Cabinet $100.00.
Call 753-6558

h,

buildings.
STEEL
Factory participation
30840,
discounts.
270-9781508300.
0413

ars.
and
35

1111*Ass=
arales,
ndiard
pet:ks

25.7
FRIGIDAIRE
cubic foot side by side
refngerator/freezer with
ice maker. Maytag
washer, 5 speed, 11
cycles, 3 years old.
White Westinghouse
electric dryer. 767D273. 211 West Dr.
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward -Elkins
the square
753-1713
260

Mobile Horne Lots For Sale
rOM

ye)150

>an
em
tan)(sly
'Our

NAA

2088 St Rt. 45 North • Mayfield. KY 42066
(270)247-3253• 800-380-4318
Visit our Websde. www.harnsauctions.com

tI
r
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Vow Prores•orrarAuctooneers

4 lots on family resort
with free boat access to
lake. Lots reduced from
$10,000 to $8,400.
Water, electric, and
sewer. 227-0406
COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre. 510,500. 7536012

IllegNoma For Sale

lot. $12,500. 753-6012

Office Hours 8 a.m. —12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Cr

3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
land & home package
only $39,99910 Call

home package only
$49,99911 Call now!!

731-584-9429
RED HOT SPECIAL 4 Bedroom, 2 Bath
only
Doublewide
$26,9950 Call now!!

731-584-9109
280
Molls Homes For Red

BIG PRE
WEE-RUNS SALE
1607 Parklane Ave. Just off S.
16th! Look for the pink signs!
Sat.. Aug 19 • 6:30AM
NO early sales. please!

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

MOBILE home for rent,
2br, lba. Call for appt.
753-6558

2,822 sq.ft. office o
retail. 1306 N. 12th
753-2905 or 293-1480

1 & 2 bdr income
based apts No pets.
Leave a message. 270753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1, 2. 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2, & 3BR apts. available. Please call 7538221.
•1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer, $335.
•2BR. 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances. w/d. $435
753-7559
1BR, all appliances,
Oaks Apts , starting at
$275. Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, some utilities
paid, $270/mo. No
pets. 767-9037

-aby stuff galore' Gently used bedding. race
bed & mattress. stroller & carrier. 2 play
toys & clothes Also lots of furniture ?
cedar chests, dining room table & 6 chairs.
pub set & stools & more. Ladies' clothing.
iewelry & shoes Household odds & ends

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit

BARN apt, 3-br, 1 bath,
3 stalls, tack/wash
rooms, pasture. Hazel,
Curtis (731)498-6435
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large. 2BR,
1.5 bath, garage, all
C/H/A.
appliances,
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished. $675
mo. 435-4273 or 2937404

1BR $325
2BR $375

Call Today!
7534668.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4thSt.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

Houses For Rent
2 bedroom house, living room, kitchen, laun
dry, and large storage
shed located at 1033
Campground
Coles
Road. Central heat and
air, natural gas, no
pets. Ideal for 3 people
or less. $550 per
month. 293-8885, 7535960, 753-4389

apartFURNISHED
bedroom,
ment, 1
kitchen, living room
large
combination,
bath, microwave and
television furnished.
293-4065 We welcome
students.
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has 1&2BR
apartments available. 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit. No pets. Call
753-2905

2BR, IBA, 5 mm. north
of Murray. No pets.
$475/mo. 759-4826
2BR. stove, refngerator, w/d hookup, central
H/A. $550 mo. 1 mo.
deposit, 12 mo. lease
No pets. 753-2259,
527-8174

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment

2BR. BS Rentals. 7594696

753-8221
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday

Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
100 01-800-648-6056

LUXURY home. 4 bedroom, computer room,
jacuzzi, sauna, 2 car
garage. approximately
4.000 square feet
located at 1421 North
16th Street, no pets.
$1.200 per month. 2938885, 753-5960, 7534389
NICE

brick

house.

2BR, 1BA. 5 blocks
from university. New
w/d.
appliances,
$550/mo. plus utilities
and deposit. No pets
1270)753-2558.

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

x 3
1 or
skry
Ike

WIC

see
of
sits
&
by
LG
also

awes
01

16X80 mobile home
'03 3 bedroom plus
extras, 3162 Dunbar
Rd.. New Concord, KY
436-5952
1990 Fleetwood 14880.
3BR. 2BA. covered

deck included. Must be
moved $8,500. 4892964 or 293-1340

1997

3EIR 2 full bath duplex
II.
Cambridge
in
include
Amenities
WAD, dishwasher &
deck, pets allowed. 1
month rent, 1 month
deposit $750. Close to
MSU. Call for apr'
(270)226-9005
38R house- 208 South
12th/ 2-3 BR apt with
carport/ 2 BR - duplex

Contact 753-3415
Fleetwood

Reflection Ltd. 38R.
28A, utility room. storage building, movein/mint condition. 2932132

4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A. Ask
about move-in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898

.Hill r

FULL blooded 1 yr. old
white Boxer. $200
080. AKC Reg. Boxer
pups. 767-0143 or 2275166
REGISTERED Golden
Retrievers. 2 males, 2
females. Both parents
on site, good blood
line, great pets. Call
731-420-0810 or 731644-8128

1 ERMS A CONDITIONS (...rrnplele .ectlernent &v. of ALMAN.11
t ACII r' ASHIFR S(-HECK. or PERSONA! CHECK
.. .• . , 14 PFNT li;N A I ETTER OF CREDIT tuarealeerng prro
• I F...., I!, he Auction Seroce required F. AU per

GARAGE SALE
120 NORTH
14TH ST

housewares,

APPROXIMATELY
3,200 square feet
warehouse
(2,400
space plus 2 large
heated and cooled
offices) located on
South Fourth Street.
$850 per month. 2938885, 753-5960. 7534389
APPROXIMATELY
4.000 square feet commercial warehouse or
retail located on South
Fourth Street $1.100
per month. 293-8885.
753-5960, 753-4389
COMMERCIAL or retao
750 up to 3,000 sq ft.
restrooms.
C/G/H,
parking
of
plenty
excellent location near

judicial building 404 N
4th St. complex. 7593772.
SHOP or storage building. 40'x40'. insulated.
gas heat. $300 per
month. Located at 406
Sunbury Circle Call
270-436-2935

P4,aN,11

clothing, christmas
items, toys. skii's

FIE INF(/MUTTON CONTACT
1515 510SF

luii Aactiaaert & Real Fatale

Kral...
200 Adair UMW haryear. TN 38251
telegiose i 731 247.3784
Doug Taylor. Arectaaater/Reakor Ti.. 1.k..7.412Ky. Lk.0121.7209 Finn 51782
-Taylor .4leek 4..e5ows Are Beeler"

MOVING
SALE
1500 Belmont Dr.
Fri 8/18
Sat 8/19
7AM-7PM
rain or shine
Sale inside garage.
High quality furniture, tools: yard &
garden. kitchen
items. decorations &
morel

YARD SALE
1500 Coach
Estates Dr. C-3
in the ben d
between 16th St.
& Wiswell Rd.
Sat., 8/19 • 8-1
dresser, end
tables, coffee
table, TV, clothes.
etc

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

YARD SALE
BACKUSBURG RD
(464) WEST OF
KIRKSEY
1RST HOUSE
ON LEFT
FRI & SAT
8AM-12

RUMMAGE
SALE
303 CINDY DR.
94W TO 497
TO CINDY DR.
FOLLOW SIGNS
FRI & SAT
7AM-1PM

New Pella windows,
tires, tools. old glassware, old radio, clock,
weedeater, chairs.
bicycles, go-cart.
clotheeAict

Tools, dishes &

lots more
miscellaneous

YARD SALE
OLD CITY PARK
FRIDAY
Mississippi mud
cake, electnc ice

GARAGE
SALE
610 Glendale

cream freezer, vegetables. canning jars,
wedding guest book,
adult. childrens
clothes, books, comforters, toys, boots,
shoes, much more

Fri & Sat
7AM-3PM

YARD SALE
1607

sports cards.
microwave,
movies, cookbooks. Christmas
decorations & lots
of misc.

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7-1

Saturday 8/19
700-2:00

FM Estee

HUGE 3 PARTY
YARD SALE
960 MEYERS RD.
HAZEL, KY
FRI & SAT
8AM-7

Haley Professional
Appraising
"for what ifs worth'
(270)759-4218
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income-producer.
$125,000. See listing
S27720 at
www.allthelistings.com
270-753-4109, 270227-1545

Cleaned out antique
booth, furniture. knick
knacks, clothes, new
washing machine,
too much to list,
rain or shine

Furniture,

clothing,

iMac computer & etc.

YARD SALE
OVERBY'S
TWO WHEEL
SOUND
1202 STORY
AVENUE
BESIDE SOUTH
BB&T
FRI & SAT
7AM-7

Get Your Yard Sale Kit
And Make Your Event a Success!

,
with
l" "IrehaSe
ard Sale

Name brand clothes
for entire family, baby
items/toys. house-

.
PRICES.
31-70

30 words Sot
or less' days

1319 Olive Blvd.
Sat., Aug 19

6AM
no early sales
stained glass windows. wicker, linens.
clothes. treadmill,
garden & baby
items, antiques 1/2
price noon to 2:00

, ...•.....
-* .......
•.........

$16

words'

$18

$11

YARD SALE

•

cps* gaig" ClUdieiti

KEENLAND
Yard Sale

707 South 12th Street.
South Center. 1,200
sq.ft., 710 sq.ft. 7531252, 753-0606

nNEON BEACH]
MINI-STORAGE

753-3853

DOG Obedience.
Master Trainer.
436-2858.

Near University

e d e r. o III

•All Size Units ,
Available
_
*Now Have
Control
Climate

COCKATIEL birds, 12
weeks old. $60 each
270-436-5664, 270436-2778

7 bay shop located on
South Fourth Street.
$750 per month. 2938885, 753-5960, 7534389

BO.
Or

GARAGE SALE
1406 CHAUCER
DRIVE
SPRING CREEK
OAKS
FRIDAY 6AM12PM
SAT 7AM-?
Household items,

plates + silver coins - (7) old silver dollars. quarter,
* costume jewelry + 3 ct. diamond cluster nng and
lots more glassware and collectibles 1993 Grand
Cherokee Jeep. 4 door r Murray 17.5 hp mower.42"
cut, auto. drive + t5) steel radial tires - LT 305/8,
R16 on aluminum 5 hole nms.
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE This is one of the
BEST glassware and furniture collections we have
had to auction in several years. DON'T MISS THIS
AUCTION!
Not Responeibk for Accatents
Lunch Available

bedding, men's,
women & children's

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

2BR mobile home and

731-584-9430
3 BR, 2 BA DOUBLEWIDE land &

A frame house full of furnishings

From downtown Paris lair East Wood St to
Von/nests Orly. turn right go to Patriot dos..
turn WO go to and at angst
T W. & Ruby Bony are bievet. •o ernalier
house and hew ceiewthIldilleeil AN" etas..
/4..u...,5....u.•e salla*melques end furniture at pubic ausgen.
(For de41086110818108 ellit 0811 wabsne:
wenialowlim(laimuliansom)
• ,4 1 •
Early Americas style sofa & love seat. 2 clan
(white) + Early Americas coffee & esd tables +(2)
column style plant stands•3 piece vision bedroom
tune • mahogany 4 piece pasta barkaaal MAE
(queen size,. 4 piece oak bedroom saute(Latamigasa
Victonan)• oak table, china hutch,6 choirs(Keier)
+ Baldwin piano & bench + oak bookcase (gime
front) + display cabinet + we leather sectional sofa
• LXI 52- big screen TV •corner what-sot mad +
marble top lamp table • sofa table •old oak rocker
• Thomas Kinkade ceramic plaques + old oak buffet
vdbevel nurror + 9x12 room size rug + old oak
Hoosier style cabinet • old Coke machine hop loud
for bottles) + small chest freezer + aide-by-side
refrigerator, ice-in-door •6 piece patio set + Tiffany
style lamps • Aunt JeallM0 cookie Jar + American
Fostoria. Cifftivii glass, Hull vases, Depression
glass (pink, green amber), pressed glass. cut glass.
stem glass • green decanter set + set of stemware
1Hortensiaj + Shirley Temple pitcher• 12 place setting china I bouquet)+8 place setting of Crown Ming
china + assorted plates • Frankoma vase + 121 urns
England Empire ware +8 place setting of Avon Cape
Cod dishes • Occupied bread & crumb set +
Germany figurines • stone bowls + Fenton + pictures & frames + old Precious Moments collection
("I Picked A Special Mom - retired 1987. It's Better
to Give Than Receive-suspended 19871 + Pans
Advertisement • children's books • 25 collectible
dolls + old toys - 1955 Chevy convertible, Texaco
Cl, 1948 Ford pickup, Eastwood Motor Sports truck
+ large yard Christmas decorations + Chnstnt,

2

$28

3

$35

.E.
—

-

'uncludes all words al ad

CALL JILL OR JULIE AT
frodider
753-1914FOR DETAILS'
Sirs
014'
.
11
Allowillaw
• 2 noontime
• 140 Brgi Pro-Need Lab*
I 0 WRAY
• Successful binge Sale Tips
•Pre-Salo peddle
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray
• Saes Record Form
°filer hours: 7:30 cm. to SID pm.
Monday-Friday
fad,

LEDGER&IIMES

•

Murray Ledger & Thai;

CLASSWIEDS

6B• Thursday, August 17, 2006

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
3 BR & 3 BA 278
Camelot Dr Asking
$137,900. Shown by
appointment 753-5483
or 227-9577

Custom
Xpressions LLC

lamells•Nor

Horoscope
HAPPY

BIRTHDAY

for

Where the gang is.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. n)
**** You see much more than
the
many people. Read between
demands
fines. Communication
creativity. If you don't make your
other
point the first time, try
h.
worcA or a different approac
the
Friends pitch in. Tonight: In

Friday, Aug. 18, 2006:
*Licensed Life & Health *Driver- Get the respect
at
Much that occurs has a double
deserve
Agents to market full you
Transport!
edge this year. You might not be
*Reach over 1 million portfolio of insurance Covenant
happy about a friendship, but
readers with one call! products including a $0 With OW four different
Medicare divisions, we have what
small
or
Contact the classified Premium
big
bond helps put your rela-me
that
job
welco
Any
3BR 1BA, CM-I, close
this Advantage plan with you're looking for Now
department of
ps in perspective. You
tionshi
to MSU Priced nght
newspaper or call KPS Part-D. Unlimited quali- hinng Class-A drivers
want to stay focused on
might
inquiries
Senous
Students,
at 1-502-223-8821 for fied leads. Earn 75k to Graduate
318-549-2738
your long-term goals, and the limelight.
Management Solos, Teams, Lease
more information about 125k.
IO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
daily ups and downs of life will SCORP
3EIR 2BA, 1,600 sq tt ,
placing a 25-word clas- position also available purchase and 0/0s
to the bottom of a ,
Get
***
tions.
not have the same ramifica
sified in 70 newspapers for the nght candidate Call today! 866-684- 2 lots, quiet cul-de-sac,
Your finances might be
.
problem
figYou discover how much you can
new appliances, new
Call Larry or Steve CO 2519 EOE
for only $250
iffy or questionable. You can
530
remodel inside & out.
work
866-224-8450 ex1.5018 •Driveryou
create or work with. People in
if
solution
a
Knight
out
ure
BUILDINGS
$110,000. 3 mi. S. 121
more
%Mem Olbrod
general help you get where you
closely with a partner. Be
gs available for Transportation "Your 270-227-3800,
you
Sale! *Openin
single,
are
you
*Building
want to be. If
National
aware of others' expectations:
Trillium Industries in Hometown
270-489-2250
,
CATHY'S
1987 Camry, 4 door, al
"Manufacturer Direct
find juggling a relationship with
You will get far as a result.
Louisville. Management Carner." Getting better
Wallpapenng, Painting.
air, new
cold
movies.
Since 1980!" Extensive positions
sq.
power,
2,900
the
BA,
chal3
we
e
to
BR,
And
4
Off
time!
schedul
the
all
social
Tonight:
busy
include
your
and Cleaning.
of
tires, easy on gas
range of sizes/ models. Quality
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Coordinator. need drivers like you! ft. home 4 mi north
lenging. If you are attached, you
-0569
270-978
0
Example • 40x100x16=
Villa.
753-397
$1.100
North
in
Murray
Start
raise!
21)
more with
Production Supervisor. Another
sharing
that
r
discove
Ends
$3.48/sq.ft.
have information
Engineer, Maintenance, 34cpm. More opportuni- Huge closets, 2-car
COMPUTER
adds to the special **** Others
sweetie
DIXON
your
optional. 3-week delivlarge
hear. You could
to
need
you
and Managers. Hourly ty- 36cpm in 4 months. attached garage,
that
Yens
CONNECTION
moments. Schedule frequent
ery 25x40x12 $3990
you hear it, but
when
tizzy
start- Increased Truck Speed. deck, above-ground
available
a
in
be
positions
•I:ipokr Pruhltile,S.
getaways. CANCER underlot.
(limited qty.) Pioneer 1corner
large
Deity
d
pool,
wade through
flexspee
to
66mph
ability
test
your
hourper
ing at $8
trust
96 Ford Windstar LX,
11.111C hr hU•iint
800-668-5422.
stands.
material pay. Only company with Selling $10.000 below
inspectors,
this situation. Look to a special
air!
138,000
r
cold
150
clean,
at $196,000.
partner for help and feedback.
*Steel &sidings. HUGE handlers. shipping & Trans-Flo daily pay! appraisal
270-227- ION
. •mi. $2.200. 781-1983
Show the Kind of Don't accept no for an answer.
Stars
The
Assembly Tuition reimbursement. 761-4558 or 293-6824
REDUCTION on sum- cleaners.
25 %ca.% ever:kik
94 Dodge Caravan.
DayYou'll Have: 5-Dynamic; Tonight: Go along with another'S
mer pricing. 3 steel techs starting at $9.19 More dispatch person- BY OWNER. Upscale
you neighborhood, 5/3.5/2. Great running condition
keep
to
25x42, per hour. Electronic nel
buildings,
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; wishes
ed.
maintain
well
&
35x56. Ideal for work- repair techs starting at planned! New equip- custom 2 story, in
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
1-Difficult
$2,200. 435-4778 or
2004-2006 ground pool, 2 fireshop or garages. Call $10.19 per hour. Please ment.
*** Get through your must-do
3
to Volvo's only! No Junk! places, central air, 293-497
resume
FLOORING
TODAY to save thou- email
19)
l
list. With the weekend upon you, ,
21-Apri
(March
ARIES
Nick. many extras, priced
from
sands' 1-866-339-7449 donna.taulatrilli- 888-346-4639.
flip
to
exp.
likely
you will want as much free time•,
are
Over 30 years
*** You
Joyce. nght. Must see! 2111
or
Used Trucks
umweb.corn or apply in Travis
x6000
iea
as possible to socialize. Kick
to another. You
&
lestailar
Sales
issue
one
person Monday through www.krughttrans.com. Gatesborough Circle.
responsibilities to the finish line'.
respond to' urgency, which will
BUSINESS
2005 GMC Sierra Z71
Fnday Sam to 3pm at Class-A CDL) 4 mos. $290,000. Call
plans.
free yourself up. Many peoyour
and
change
to
you
force
S
UNITIE
OPPORT
ext. cab 5.3 lite
2671 Technology Dnve, OTR.
270-226-2020
ple want your company. Tonight:
The more flexible you are, the
engine, 4x4. Loaded,
Owner For sale by owner
*For Sale: Embroidery/ 502-240-0881 exten- 'Driver,
Say yes.
Cleaning easier a time you will have. Keep
DAVID'S
35,500 miles. Call after
Printing sion 301.
Regional west ky
Screen
Operators.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
communications open. Tonight:
Services
5PM 436-2794 or
Business. Building is
freight from Louisville. fsbowestky.com
**** Your imagination takes •
Head on home.
ze in
INSTRUCTIONAL
Speciali
"We
293-0496
average!
leased. Equipment can
$1.25pm
priority. You could disappoint a
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
3
Cleaning"
Mechanic- Home often & week- FOR sale by owner
be moved or remain at *Airline
Peterbill
1995
firm
make
or two who would like you'
to
need
friend
will
You
Fencing
***
&
*Vinyl Siding
brick ranch in
location. Rapid training for high ends. Lease purchase. bedroom
excellent
model: 379
to follow their lead. You can onhic.
decisions as to the direction in
Homes
*Mobile
neighbor
family
quiet,
Selling due to illness. paying aviation career. NOT forced dispatch.
500 cummings
do so much. Listen to what is
which you want to go. Observe a
*Brick
hood. Murray school
$65,000 (859)744-0430 FAA predicts severe Call Max at TAT! 1-80°10-speed, 370 rears.
y for communication, being offered. Follow through on
Cleaning
tendenc
External
*All
ready
Move-in
district.
shortage. Financial Aid 511-0082.
Phone:(270)293-3718
what you want. Tonight: Kick
*Acid Cleaning
spending or life in general to get
BUSINESS
with hardwood floors
if qualify. Job placement
policy
a
Maintain
back. You deserve some downcontrol.
Available
of
520
ES
out
new
SERVIC
assistance. Call AIM *Driver Trainees' Learn throughout and
time.
*We Use Hot Water of no nsking. Tonight: Out and
t carpet in family room.
& Motors
Covenan
for
dnve
to
5387.
888-349*Attention
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*Parking Lots &
about.
Transport. 3 week train- Open floor plan w/
Homeowners: Display
*** You come from a ground'- •
Driveways
trolling
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*Attend College Online
MINN-KOTA
ing! $700+/week' 1- large eat-in kitchen.
homes wanted for vinyl from home 'Medical.
David Borders
**** You might be hard- ed point of view. Listen to what is
motor. 40 lb. thrust. 38
800-249-8844.
$134,900. Shown by
siding, windows, roofs, 'Business, 'Paralegal,
7-7176
(270)52
old,
being shared, and work with'
Call
year
only.
ent
one
pressed to think that you are in
in.
shaft,
appointm
*Drivers: $1000+ wkly.
kitchens. Guaranteed
'Computers, 'Criminal
some of your best days this information. You might want to:
best for pontoon boat.
293-1100
AN
HANDYM
DNJ
e
Great miles, hometim
financing! No payments Justice. Job placement
rebel against structure in yolk •
week. Others prove to be chal$175 OBO. 759-0386
We do all the odd lobs
& bonus. •36-43cpm/ NORTH of Murray in
until January 2007.
ive and
perspect
a
assistance. Computer
life, especially a boss or authori5PM
Keep
after
lenging.
time
Estates,
you don't have
$1.20pm• $0 lease Candlelite
Starting at $99 month.
You
cation.
provided. Financial aid
figure. Decide if the repercusn
ty
communi
maintai
530
for
NEW trucks, CDL-A + 3 4BR 3BA recently
call 1-800-251-0843.
simply
you
if
are worth it. Tonight:
if qualified. Call 866happier
lot
sions
a
be
will
Services Offered
walk-in
Call about our spemos OTR. Local orien- remodeled,
Happy at home.
center and don't react to others.
•"Got a Business?" 858-2121
cials!
applinew
closets,
8669.
tation. 800-635Tonight: Pay bills before you go
Dramatically increase www.OnlineTidewaterT
293-5438
ances, 3 car heated
L&M
out.
sales by accepting all ech.corn
*Drivers: Class-A CDL
large
attached garage,
LAWN SERVICE
ELECTRICIAN
major credit and debit
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Drivers. Immediate
Mowing Mulching
deck, pool, paved
MEDICAL
emodel/
New Const./R
openings in Louisville & driveway and attractive
cards 0% discount
*** You might want to hide out
Landscaping
or trouble. Lic, and ins.
rates! Free start up' *Absolutely no cost to Georgetown areas. (2yr landscaping. 759-9848
Satisfaction guaranteed
and do something very different.
'Senior Citizen Discount' WI 30 yrs. exp. Call Your energy could be off.
• II •
equipment you!!! All brand new recent exp required)
Free
ZW::Me ON•
• X•
753-7091
OLDER home on 1.6
/0 MR • /I •
wheelchairs, 866-270-2665
Call 753-1816
upgrades! 1-800-568- power
Perhaps you had a bad night's
mom,
acres. Great fixer-uppand VANW abdrivers.com
727-0611
beds
hospital
9115
FUTRELL'S Tree
sleep, or you are simply drained.
per. Located in South
Immediate
scooters.
better you feel
Service
much
how
Notice
FINANCIAL
'No Experience- No Hazel. TN on Hwy 641. 293-4954 Affordable
delivery. Call Toll Free
removal. as the day gets older. Tonight:
Trimming,
Job?? NO Problem!! $35.000. Call 492-8514 carpentry, decks, roofs,
qualto
8-4111
1-888-99
e
stump grinding, fire- Be spontaneous.
•SSCASH$S Immediat
Job
no
CDL Trainingor 731-247-5737 if
sagging floors. Call
wood. Insured.
cash for structured set- ify.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
placement. $740-$940 answer, leave mesGreg Collins.
.•-•
48
tlements. Annuities, law
Power wk. No money down. sage.
*New
Lamb's
7
436-286
home in on something you care
suit, mortgage notes & Wheelchairs, Scooters. Lodging. meals, transProfessional Tree
470
JG
G&T Homebuilders about. Understand what needs
flows.
cash
Absolutely no cost to portation. Hiring in your
Service. Complete
e Nome Repairs, Addilioes, to happen. You might need to
Motorcycles & ATV's
Wentworth #1 1-800you. Call toll free 1-866- area today! 1-877-554removal, trimming, etc.
Drywall & kitties, Pecks, WWI, cook up a plan. You can do this if
794-7310.
3800
346-4046
Ptessure Wesktng & Pools
Also Tractor work,
2006 Harley Davidson,
you relax and decide not to judge
FOR RENT
tearing down buildings,
-Owner Operators: Did soriail standard
TRUCK DRIVERS
others. Schedule a late lunch.
hauling, gutter cleanyou average $1.88 in 436-2009
HELP WANTED
Tonight: Take some personal
'Find affordable rental
ing.
your tractor or $1.41 in
time.
i
on
Kawasak
housing
Driving your straight truck last 2004
Truck
•#1
436-5141 A-AFFORDVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
WYAY.K yRents org Free School.
$50,000- week? Our Owner Classic, 3,600 miles,
IRRIGATION.
ABLE Hauling. Clean
Stand up for what you
***
saddle
windshield,
searching, free listings' $75,000 1st/yr earnings.
solvers of
Operators did! Tn-State
out garages, gutters. Problem
even if someone comes
believe,
the
$7.500.
by
new,
like
bags,
Provided
Training for: Werner, Expedited
auto systems. Water
888-320funk & tree work.
you. You can handle the
on
down
Housing
7
Kentucky
762-028
Swift, CR England. 5424
Doctors. 270-293-7878
Equal
pressure by letting it wash over
Corporation.
Financing'
500 492-8688 ROOF
Student
Polaris
2000
Joe's Mower Repair. you. Your instincts guide you
Most
REPAIRS. New
Housing Opportunity.
Tuition Reimbursement! *Want Home
Sportsmen HO.
Free pickup/delivery. well. A meeting or getting togethtypes. 29
all
more
Roofs,
with
s
Weekend
nt
placeme
Job
100%
753-5165
FOR SALE
436-2867.
Call
ce.
er with friends could easily turn
d's
experien
Heartlan
years
Run
pay?
3Assistance. 1-800-88
Sportster 883, Carters.
2000
'
into a social occasion. Tonight:
Regional
Beds.
Ohio
Tanning
Wolff
LEE'S Carpet
0171 Ext.A-50
$.45/mile company driv- 5,000 miles, $5,500
Buy direct and save!
Cleaning
Moving. Local
B
to
A
America's ers and $1.22 for opera- 978-0505. 436-2051
*Driver:
Full body units from
'since 1971"
and long distance
Training tors' 12 months OTR
Premier
$22 a month! Free
*Carpets *Upholstery
moves. Call Brian at
license
Company! COL
Heartland
required.
color catalog. Call
Utility Vehicles
*Emergency Water
270-705-4156
If you are a NEWCOMER to
for' Express
1-800-441Today' 1-800-842-1305 in 3 1/2 weeks- Paid
Removal *Quick
Removal
Murray/Calloway County
Stump
A-1
Great Job. Must be 21. 4953 %wnv.heartlandex- 2004 Dodge Durango,
Drying
%vww.np.etstan.corn
BARBARA G. JACKSON
Call
insured
Fully
Have CDL? Tuition press.com
Free Estimates
4x4, grey. 45,xxx, 7/70
AT 753-8062 OR 293-4113
437-3044
. 'reimbursement! CRST.
HELP WANTED
"Got Dirt?"
towing package, step
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
800-553-2778.
753-5827
450
rails $15,900
.High School Exchange
A SPECIAL WELCOME
's
DR
0-4016
host
Small
of
(270)21
Si.
For
Students in need
*Driver Flatbed:
II\t.
you gifts from many of our
I\(\
bring
to
want
We
490
families. Has own insur- Company, Big Pay.
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10 years ago
Calloway County Extension
Service will host a Twilight
Tobacco Tour, sponsored by U.S.
Tobacco Co., on Aug. 19 at
5:30 p.m. at the farm of Larry
Tucker.
Fire damaged the home of
Terri Duncan near Dexter on
Aug. IS.
Births reported include a girl
to Stefane and Robert Bradley
and a boy to Stephanie and
Jason Phillips, Aug. 8., a girl
to Delane and Keith She['hart,
Aug. 10, and a boy to Virginia
and Ernest Riley Jr., Aug. 11.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of
Robert Olin Jeffrey, superintendent of Murray Board of Education making recommendations
to the board at a meeting. The
photo was by Staff Photographer Laurie Brumley.
Also pubhshed is -a picture
of Jim Nix, director of pupil
personnel for Calloway County
Schools, outlining the system's
attendance incentive plans for
the 1986-87 school year at a
meeting of the Calloway County Board of Education. The
photo was by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Births reported include a boy
to Kimberly and Jeffrey King,
a boy to Debra and Dwayne
Barrow, a girl to Jettie and
James Holmes, and a boy to
Janet and Dwight Brinn, Aug.
13.
30 years ago
Dr. Ruth E. Cole, chairman
of the department of nursing at
Murray State University, was
among representatives from 98
institutions who attended a sem-

Mar designed for nurse administrator of baccalaureate programs in nursing at Durango,
Colo.
Published is a picture of bank
construction virtually complete
on the exterior of Bank of Murray main office downtown. The
photo was by Staff Photographer David, Hill.
Bro. and Mrs. William Paul
Dailey Sr. will be married 50
years Aug. 21.
40 years ago
The dedication of Barkley
Dam will be Aug. 19 with Tom
Butler, news director of WPSDTV, Paducah, as master of ceremonies.
Final touch-up is being done
of the Mason Chapel's Methodist
Church and is expected to be
ready for worship services on
Aug. 21.
Allegra Jones, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Holman Jones of Murray. and Barbara Hale, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lennis Hale
of Murray, have returned home
after a six weeks trip in Europe.
50 years ago
Gene S. Cathey of the 12th
AAA Battalion of the United
States Army stationed at Staten
Island, N.Y., has recently been
promoted to Specialist Third
Class.
Published is a feature story,
written by Mrs. James Lassiter,
on the special services to mark
the 125th anniversary of Sinking Spring Baptist Church, along
with a picture of the church.
The first class of Nurses Aid
Training Course will be Aug.
21 with Lucille Ross RN as the
instructor.
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Some choose to honor the dead
by wearing the colors of life

Skin patches may be
nothing to worry about

DEAR ABBY: In response the funerals of their loved
DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 am you were told. Why, in any
to "Wondering in Eau Claire, ones:
a white male, 45 years of age. case, would you write to me
DEAR ABBY: When my
Wis."(June 5), who asked about
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not time following this skin conare
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moles or sun dition, which 1 assume is benign
used to des- get through that already more
spots. They senile keratosis, so why not
ignate death than somber day. -- WENDY
are slightly stick with your current derand mourn- IN VICTORVILLE, CALIF.
raised, and matologist'? If. in medical diagDEAR ABBY: My brothing for roycan be noses, there were ever a situsome
bright
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alty
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a
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shirt
Dear Abby times it was sidered wearing an Aloha
To give you related inforin
inch
By
believed that to the service. She almost didam sending you a
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black should n't mention it for fear of offendDr. Peter Gott diameter to mation, I
Health Report
my
of
copy
the
about
wife,
Van Buren
be worn to ing someone. But Dave's
size. of a dime. I saw a der- "What You Should Know: Skin
funerals so his .other daughters and I all
•
matologist, and he told me Cancer." Other readers who
that the spirit of the deceased agreed -- we had to wear
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1 Tall tales
6 Ran in neutral
11 Whirling
currents
13 Voluntanly
14 Before noon
15 Flower garland
16 Call in sick
17 Appliance-label
acronym
18 Bro or as
20 Smelting
residue
22 VVyo neighbor
23 Monorail
25 Took a load oft
26 Hot place
27 Frat letters
29 Suspected
31 Take by threat
of violence
33 Ballpoint point
34 Kind of suite
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40 Seesaw (hyph )
41 Auction signal
43 F eight units

45 Frothy brew
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50 Glamorous
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54 Inert gas
56 London's river
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10 Protest music
name
12 Business
salutation
13 Zip up
19 Cave dweller
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Spike Lee documentary on
Katrina premieres in Big Easy
NEW ORLEANS (AP) --Flashbulbs, bright lights and
video cameras lined the red
carpet outside the New Orleans
Arena, where thousands sought
to get the first look Wednesday at director Spike Lee's
documentary on Hurricane Katrina.
One evacuee, back in the
New Orleans area to find a home
after evacuating to Cleveland,
said she felt "spiritually drawn"
to attend.
"I wanted to come to this
so bad. I needed to come,"
said Mildred White, 59. "I feel
like I haven't had a good
cleansing. I feel like this will
be cleansing for me. like going
to a funeral."
Lee has 9ot tried to hide
his anger about New Orleans'
devastation by levee breaks and
the government's slow response.
He hopes his documentary on
the subject will bring attention
back to the region, where it's
needed, he said Wednesday.
"People are still in dire
straits. We want to put the
focus back here," Lee said at
a news conference with historian Dougras Brinkley and HBO
officials.
Titled "When the Levees
Broke: A Requiem in Four
Acts," the film had its premiere Wednesday night. Organizers expected 8,000 to 12,000
people to attend.
The film will air in two
two-hour segments on HBO on
Monday and Tuesday nights.
, It also will be shown in its
'entirety Aug. 29, the one-year
anniversary of Katrina's landfall.
Lee admitted he was a bit
uneasy about Wednesday's first
public showing, but his anxiety is not for himself. It's for
the thousands who experienced
unfathomable loss. - A woman whose 5-year-old
daughter drowned in the flood
told Lee she planned to drive
from Fort Worth, Texas, to see
his film. So did the son of a
woman who died in her wheelchair at the city's convention
center. He told Lee he was
driving from Alabama.
"I told them not to come,"
Lee said Tuesday night. "I'm
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Dr. Jackson has
joined the practice
of Dr. Debra SebV
and Dr. Jeff Mann
of Paris Pediatrics.
He redi
medical
from the
of Tenn.
Health Sci
and has practi
Pediatrics in the ,
state of Tenn. sine*
1982.
Dr Jackson is
certified by the
American Board
Pediatrics and is ca,
member of the
American
Academy of
Pediatrics.
He and wife Pam
have relocated to
Parts from Gallatin,
Tenn
Appointments can,
be made by
calling
Ports Pediatrics at
731-644-2747,
243 Jim Adams Dr.,
Paris. TN
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Filmmaker Spike Lee, center, answers questions with author
Douglas Brinkley, left, during a press conference about his
new film "When The Levees Broke: A Requim in Four Parts in
New Orleans" on Wednesday.
really worried about them. This saying he believed them.
"I don't know if it hapis not going to be easy."
Lee has been criticized by pened," he said. "All I know
some who got an early look is, I talked to the people who
for not including more repre- were there, and they said they
sentation from Mississippi Gulf heard what sounded like an
Coast residents and New explosion, something blew up."
Lee said the project was
Orleans' white population. Lee
said Wednesday there is diver- originally going to be about
sity in the film, but "because two hours long. Even at four
of the historical significance hours, he said, "It's incom... we chose to focus here. plete. You can't tell a story
That was my vision. I want- like this in four hours."
Lee said he is considering
ed to concentrate on New
another Katrina documentary
Orleans."
In New Orleans, much of that picks up where this one
the city's poor black popula- left off.
Though graphic, Lee said this
tion did not evacuate ahead of
the storm and had to be res- documentary captures the spirit of New Orleans through indicued later.
Though he didn't point fin- viduals sharing their stories. It
gers, Lee described what hap- contains footage supplemented
by interviews, though at least
pened as "a criminal act."
"The devastation here was one scene, a jazz funeral pronot brought on solely by Moth- cession, was staged, Lee said.
er Nature. People in charge were He interviewed more than 100
people. including Louisiana
not doing. their job."
Lee said he included in the Gov. Kathleen Blanco, Mayor
documentary theories of an Ray Nagin, musicians and resintentional bombing of the lev- idents.
ees, but he stopped short of
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Let's snap on the chin strap
Last year at this time, we were busy tant coach's labor in three seasons at the
welcoming two new faces to the local grid- west Tennessee school.
iron sidelines, as both Murray and
The long-suffering Martin program —
Calloway County high schools debuted which has won only 20 OVC games since
new head coaches.
joining the league in 1992 — was coming
Well, the welcome mat is still out this off a season (2-10) much like the Racers
year for new Murray suffered last fall upon Griffin's arrival
State head coach Matt
In three seasons at UTM, Griffin transGriffin, who comes to formed the downtrodden Skyhawks from
the Racers from Ohio pushovers to contenders. After back-toValley Conference rival back two-win seasons in Griffin's first two
Tennessee-Martin.
years as a head coach. Martin surprised
Just like at Martin in OVC followers with its first winning sea2003, we have a brand- son (6-5) since 1993.
new re-building project
Now, it's not a stretch — or even a
waiting for Griffin to laughable thought — to call the Skyhawks
Sidelines tackle. And what a re- contenders for the 2006 conference crown.
While the situation is not as dire at
By Scott Nanney building project it is!
Only
three
years
MSU,
there still is some work to be done to
Sports Editor
removed from their last restore the Racers' proud tradition, which
OVC championship, includes eight OVC titles.
the Racers bottomed out in 2005, desolvThe road back to respectability begins
ing into a 2-9 mess that eventually cost on Sept. 2, when Murray opens the '06
sixth-year head coach Joe Pannunzio his campaign at Division I-A Missouri. What
job.
follows is a grueling slate that includes
MSU athletics director Allen Ward did- non-conference battles with Indiana State
n't have to look far for his next coach, and Illinois State, as well as a league
plucking Griffin from the neighboring gauntlet of Tennessee State, Tennessee
Skyhawks, who have just recently began to Tech, Jacksonville State, Samford, Eastern
reap the harvest of the former Maine assis- Illinois, Southeast Missouri State, Eastern

Kentucky, and UT-Martin.
I want to join all Racer fans in wishing
Griffin luck. He's certainly going to need
it.
Meanwhile, the landscape at both
Murray High and Calloway County should
be smoother for mutually respected rival
head coaches Lee Edwards and Josh
McKeel, who both enter their second seasons at the helm of the Tigers and Lakers,
respectively.
The 2005 season was a tough one for
both local squads, as the two took time
adjusting to their new coaches.
Despite a slow start, the Tigers
rebounded to win three of their last five
regular-season games to once again qualify for the Class A state playoffs, where
they defeated Russellville at home before
bowing out of postseason action with a
second-round loss at Metcalfe County.
After playing its home games the last
Iwo seasons at Roy Stewart Stadium,
Murray will re-open the newly-refurbished
Ty Holland Stadium on Friday night
against Dyer County, Tenn., in the annual
Pella Progress Bowl.
The Tigers' slate also includes battles
with Lone Oak, crosstown rival CCHS,
Hopkins County Central, Marshall County

and Ohio County, and traditional First
District matchups with Ballard Memorial,
Fulton City, Fulton County and archrival
Mayfield.
Across town at Calloway. McKeel continues a rebuilding project that has seen the
Lakers finish below the .500 mark for three
straight seasons.
CCHS won just once in 10-tries last fall,
but returns a young and hungry squad
ready to make a run at a Class 3A state
playoff berth.
The Lakers' journey begins this
Saturday, when they set sail against
Dyersburg, Tenn., in the Pella Bowl at Ty
Holland Stadium. The CCHS slate also
includes non-district foes Graves County,
Murray, Marshall County and Crittenden
County. The push for a state playoff spot
begins Sept. 22 against Union County and
continues against Hopkinsville, Hopkins
County Central, Paducah Tilghman and
Madisonville-North Hopkins.
So welcome to the 2006 season! It
should be an interesting fall!
*Crofts
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WELCOME MATT
FORMER MARTIN
COACH READY TO
ROLL OUT NEWLOOK RACERS
STORY BY SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
ow much success the Murray State
Racers will have in Year 1 under
new head coach Matt Griffin is
still up for debate.
How they achieve that success,
however, is not — at least in the mind of the
former Tennessee-Martin coach, whose
rebuilding project at MSU will get its first test
early next month when the Racers open at
Division I-A Missouri.
"Success will be how we come together as a
team," said Griffin, who compiled just a 10-24
record in his three seasons at Martin but led the
Skyhawks to their first winning season (6-5) in
a dozen years last fall. "Our calling card will be
what we're about as a team. That is playing
hard for 60 minutes — regardless of the score,
the situation or the weather. Where we're at or

H

See GRIFFIN, 4

Murray State
CaseIt Matt Griffin (0-0, IV season)
Last seasem 2-9, 0-7 Ohio Valley Conference
Wean: Pro-I
Dodease: Multiple
Starters Manatee* 15/14
Latter:ma retsralteest 38/35
Key players: Tailback Chad Cook, wide
receivers Jonathan Eiland and Rod Harper,
offensive lineman Johnathan Harper, defensive lineman Gerald Goldberg, linebacker
Nathan Williams, safety J.R. Webber, cornerback Derrick Parrott,
Schedule:
Sept. 2 at Missouri, 6 p.m.
Sept. 9 at Tennessee State., 6 p.m.
Sept. 16 at Indiana State, 11:05 a.m.
Sept. 23 ILLINOIS STATE,8 p.m.
Sept. 30 TENNESSEE TECH,6 p.m.
lnville State, 5 p.m.
Oct. 5 ;toZigio
D, 3 p.m.
Oct. 14
Oct. 2e at Eastern Illinois, 1:30 p.m.
28 SOUTHEAST MISSOURI, 1 p.m.
ov. 3 at Eastern Kentucky, Noon
Nov. 17 TENNESSEE-MARTIN, 1 p.m.
(Horne Games in Al Caps)

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times

New head coach Matt Griffin will take his first step toward restoring the Racers'former glory when the season kicks off on
Sept. 2 at Division I-A Missouri. In three seasons at Tennessee-Martin, Griffin led the Skyhawks to a 10-24 record, including a 6-5 finish in 2005.
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2006 Racer Roster
1— Seam O'Brien frosleame K

•Griffin
From Page 3
how we get there, all of that doesn't matter."
What does matter to Griffin is getting the
Racers back on the winning track after a
hard-to-swallow 2-9 finish in 2005 that cost
former head coach Joe Panriunzio his job.
Since being introduced as the Racers'
16th head coach last December, Griffin has
worked practically non-stop to restore the
pride and tradition of the •once-tatud program, which owns eight Ohio Valley
Conference championships in its 82-year
history — the third-most among current
league members.
The rebuilding began last winter with a
40-man recruiting class that addressed some
glaring needs. And with depth being the
biggest concern in preseason camp. Griffin
conceded that several of those newcomers
will likely see the field this fall.
"Without question,(depth) is our biggest
concern," he explained. "Right now, we're
only practicing about 78 kids. We want to be
at around 85 or 90.
"I think from the spring to now we're certainly a little deeper. But our depth across
the offensive and defensive lines needs to be
better. We want to go three-deep across
there. ... We have some freshmen that we're
going to have to play there this year."
Their lack of depth or youthfulness, however, hasn't prevented the Racers from getting off to a quick start in camp.
"We've installed about 75 percent of our
offense, and I'd say it's about the same
defensively," noted Griffin. "All of our kicking game is in. which is really good. That
means we're ahead of schedule there.
We
still have to do some more things as far as
building on the team concept. It's not one of
us, it's all of us."
OFFENSE
Eight starters return to the unit, including
junior quarterback Ryne Salyer. who started
five games last year while Ken Topps was
on the shelf with injuries and is the Racers'
only returning signal caller.
In Topps' stead, Salyer threw for 1,062
yards and eight touchdowns as a sophomore.
That experience would appear to give the 6foot-2, 218-pound Ashland 'native a leg up
on the starting nod. But a pair of true freshmen — Chris Franklin and Jeff Ehrhardt —
and much-ballyhooed Marshall transfer Zac
Barnard. a former Owensboro Catholic
standout, are providing some stiff competition in camp.
"Right now, it's wide open," Griffin said
of the QB derby.
Whoever takes the snaps from center
should have a plethora of weapons from
which to choose from. Leading the supporting cast will be senior tailback Chad Cook
(6-1, 230), who rushed for a team-best 635
yards while scoring three touchdowns for a
ground game that ranked third in the OVC in
yards per game (184.0) last season.
Joining Cook in the backfield will be fellow senior Donte Woods, who was moved to
the position in the spring after sitting out the
2005 campaign.
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Senior tailback Chad Cook will be the top returning player on a Murray State offensive unit that was ranked third in the OVC in rushing last season, but finished just
seventh in passing and eighth in scoring in the nine-team league.
"We have an outstanding talent in Chad,"
Griffin said. "He's really come back in great
shape, and he's definitely a leader by example. Donte Wands has also come back in fabulous shape and had a really great first week
(of camp)."
Providing depth will be a pair of impressive-looking freshmen in Charlie Jordan and
Josh Jones.
The backfield will be flanked by a stable
of receivers that has Griffin excited about
their potential. Leading the pack are senior
Jonathan Eiland and sophomore Rod
Harper, who combined for 583 yards and
three touchdowns in 50 catches last fall.
Joining the mix are true freshmen Gabe
Barren, Shane McCleskey. Mike Sweat and
Derrick Townsel.
"This is certainly a talented group."
gushed Griffin. "Our top six has to be as
good as any at this level. We've just got to
get them playing together and on the same
page as the quarterbacks. That's going to
take repetitions, because they all have the
physical ability."
Sophomore Ben Rush, who battled

injuries last season, is the top returning tight
end. Sophomore Zach Knight could also see
time at the position. as well as at fullback.
Senior Nate Moore is also battling for time
at fullback.
If the offensive unit is productive, it will
mean that the Racers have found the right
mix on a front line that is looking for some
depth beyond senior returnees Matt Garrett,
Johnathan Harper and Chris Mauga.
Sophomore Quinton Hankins and redshirt freshman Shawn Seldat appear in line
for some playing time, as does promising
redshirt freshman Rhett Brooks, the son of
Tennessee defensive line coach Dan Brooks.
Senior Damius Robinson and junior Perry
Richardson, along with a host of true freshman, will provide depth.
"Right now, we're thin up front," Griffin
admitted. "I think our first five are pretty
good. We're going to be OK there, but
you're going to get dinged up at some point
in the year and you've got to get those other
guys ready to go."
II See DEFENSE, 10

2 — MØ Fent/Oen huger CB
3— Derrick Parrytt, junior, CB
4 — Derrick Tomesel,*admen WR
5— Daub Woods, sods% RI
6 — Mean Patten inehmen CB
7 — lac Renerd,hisimem QS
8 — Behead* Ibises,Irsehmen, WI
9— Rod Nam% up' .is WR
12 — Chris Mile,hillbillies SO
14— Demi& *airs, sephemore, CB
16 — Rpm Selyer, junior, QII
17 — Illkimel Sturgis, sealer, SS
18 — MR Eilliara, frail/MIL QB
19— Ben Rai,seplisessee, TE
zo — (Theis Female* *dor,CB
21 — imam Med,senior, WR
22 — Medi Jen"freelmen RB
23 —*thee Mims.Misr, LB
24— kry Ihngslt,jimisy FS
25 — Nate /hem sera% FB
26 — Taylor Lai*"freshmen, LB
27 — Jon Ladd,freshmen, IIB
28 — Chad Coen sem* IIII
29— Sterile /am ineimon. D8
30 — Josh Isms,freshmse, RB
31— The WrI104 noir,P
32 —
Wehlreg emir,FS
33 — W11 Wernsg smesemre, SS
34 — bier Larsen,freshmes, P1(
35— Karl Tinos, hmehmsm LB
36 — Craig
,freshmen DI
39 — Erie
freshmen RB
40 — Lamar
'nehmen, DB
41 —lash
ISONNIMI, FR
42 — lesh
fresimen, Dl
43 — Bryan
Irishman, Fl
44 — Tamar
freshens, LB
45 — Cory Hamby, freshmen DB
46 — Joshua Hatchell, freehnson, DI.
47 — Madison Taylor, sophomore, LB
49— Steven ktilesko, freshman, LB
50 — Daniel Moore, freshman, LB
51 — Seth Warren, freshman, LB
53 — Roderick Jackson, freshman, LB
54 — Chris Pilauga, senior, OG
55— Matt Garrett, senior, C
56— Tyler Sinclair, freshman, LB
57 — 'erred McGill. freshman, LB
58— Steffen Visk, junior, DC
59— Wilt Roach, freshman, LB
64 — Stephen Huff, freshman, CH.
66 — Eric Omega, freshman, Ot.
68— Quinton Hankins. sophomore, OS
70— Damius Robinson, senior, OT
71 — Perry Richardson, junior, 01.
72 — Rhett Brooks, freshman, C
73 — Cody Morehead, junior, CI.
74 — Goraid Goldberg. senior, DT
75 — Nathan Pertain, freshman, Ot.
76 — Shawn Seldat freshman, OG
77 — Vincent Rivers, freshman, OC
78 — Jonathan Harper, senior, OT
80— Lee McGinnis, junior, WR
81 — Sam Hensley, freshman, WR
82 — Patrick Strunk, freshman, TI
83 — Tyler Brockman, freshman, TI
84 — Mike Sweat, freshman, WR
85 — Blake Booth, freshman, TE
86— Gabe Barrett, freshmen, WR
87— Gary Crass, senior, K
88— Sham Medially, freshman, WR
89 — Ingle Rollos, freshman YE
90— Mott McWhorter,freshman, DL
91 — Jerry MAW,freshman, DL
92— James Jackson. maim DL
93— thence( Widen,freshmen, DL
94 — Raabe/ Fastibre, freshssist, DL
95 — Andrew Form sephomere, DC
96 — Barry Thomas, senior, DT
97 — Amiss Lase, freshmen, tit
98 — Jordan Cray,*mimes,PK
99— Baridey Carr, fresluemmt, P
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Clink: Lee Edwards (2nd Year)
Prneistants: David Bloodworth, Jon Bet, ldanon
King, Eddie Rollins, David McDowell, Paul
Glynn, Wayne Jackson, Scott Turner, Richard
Todd
Last mama: 5-7
Starters back: Offense 5, Defense 5
Top returnees: Jon Jon Wilson. Drew
Stephens, Matt Collins, Devin Graves, Taylor
Pierce, Will Kemp, Jamie King

oul 2 Soul

Schedule:
Aug. 18 DYER CO., TN.(Pella Bowl at Ty
Holland Stadium)
Aug. 25 at Lone Oak
Sept. 1 at Calloway Co.
Sept. 8 HOPKINS CO. CENTRAL
Sept. 15 at Marshall Co.
Sept. 22 BALLARD MEMORIAL
Sept. 29 OPEN
Oct. 6 FULTON CITY
Oct. 13 at Mayfield
Oct. 20 at Fulton Co.
Oct. 27 OHIO CO.
Home Games In All Caps)

Roster:
8 — Kmeeth Trice, junior, SLDB
9— Adam Peebles, sophomore, SE/D43
11 — 'bier Holzschuh, junior, lWil/D8
12— Taylor Pierce, senior, QB/DB
13— Carlos IleP,
— lards. garland,
senior,14 sophomore, WM
15 — Drew Stephan, sew* FBAK.
16— Defames Fields, freshmen, WO/LB
17 — Esili Defamed, freshman, WB/DB
18— WIN Pitman, senior, Kil•
19— Kelm Brows, freshman, Q11/1)6
21 — Tyler Clyne, sophomore, WII/De
22— Roman Kik sophomore, 58)08
23— larvae Laimford, freshman, W13/D8
24 — Tanner Rickersee, freshman, flIA_B
25— 1p1in Carpseter, sephomors, TVDL
26 — kJ. Koren, heehaws,
— hi Memory el Seen Thomas
58/02
29 — CJ. Damns,junior, SEA1B
30 — Austin Wells, junior, TE/DL
31 — Jamie King, sophomore, W8/LB
32— Chauncey Mlles, sophomore, WTI/D13
33— kin toe Wilson, senior, W8
34— Jordan Williams, sophomore, W13/113
35— fMlie Mason, junior, 5E/D8
40— Johnathor Hammonds, sophomore, Fri/D13
41 — William Murrell, freshman, WB/D6
42— Shawn McClure, junior, TE/DL
44— Brandon Watkins, fresehrnan, fll/U3
48 — Josh Chambers, freshman, WB/DE1
50 — 1J. Webb, senior,
— DeVin Graves, junior,
01/).5 OUDI.
53 — Justin Doyle, junior, CUM
55— Matt Collins. junior, 01)01
56— Stephen Hjerpe, sophomore, MAX.
57— Wes Alexander, senior, MAR
58 — O'Brian Payne, sophomore, DUX
59 — Francisco Vazquez, sophomore, 01./LB
60 — WIN Kemp, senior, WOE
61 — Josh Owen, sophomore, OUDI.
63— Chariton Claywell, sophomore, 01../Dt.
64— Zech Buck, sophomore, 01)01.
66— Michael Barks, freshman, 01/Oh.
67 — Randall Payne, freshman, OULB
68 — Alex Mature, mehemors, 01-4-B
70— Adam Meek" haler, CUD/
72 — Terrell Buck, freshman, OL/DL
73 — Bo Moss, freshmen,
— Scott York, sophomore,
0(175 OUDL
76— )(edam Beldeer, we* 01)411.
79— Lonnie Mad* freshman, 0(/04.
80— Brock Devrely, freslmsen, SE/DB
82— fillkkol Alit.., sepbentere, SE/DB
84 —Ivan
Fran Bolero, herniates,
TEAX
— Stephen Fattest, fresiesnan,
SE./0Bgs
90— Lindsey Oliott,

2006 Murray High School Football Team

EDWARDS FEELS MORE PREPARED,
READY FOR ROUND 2 AS TIGERS' COACH
STORY

BY MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer

A

200-plus mile trip allows one to do some thinking — even
some soul searching.
Lee Edwards was in that position last November during a
long ride home from Edmonton after a secondround loss to Metcalfe in the Class A state playoffs.
In his first year as the Murray High head
coach. Edwards witnessed Metcalfe County run
roughshod over the Tigers for 261 yards on the
ground and eight scores en route to 514 total
yards in a 52-6 Hornets' win.
"I sat next to Coach (Wayne) Jackson on the
bus ride back last year and just did some seriEdwards
ous soul searching," Edwards said while
preparing for his second season. "We have to put kids with speed
on the field, even if they're undersized. Our linebackers are not
going to be real big, but they can run.
"We decided a long time ago that we were going to start with
defense."
Edwards — a former defensive coach at David Lipscomb High
School in Nashville, Tenn. — is looking to get back to the basics
this season and implement something that has always been a first
love to him.
Edwards isn't only concentrating on defense, but rather he will
change some things in order to help out both sides of the football,
including platooning two ways on the gridiron this fall. A move
and a decision that is unprecedented — if not unheard of — in
Class A football.
"A lot of people think we're crazy this year for trying to do it

with our guys, and that's fine Let them think we're crazy. I don't
want anybody else to do it," he said. "But we're going to platoon
the best that we can. We've got one position on defense where it
will be a true committee. At defensive end, we will probably play
seven or eight different kids there that also play offense. But, right
now, Drew Stephens is our only two-way starter."
Admittedly, Edwards said that he had a hard time giving up the
calls on defense last year to signal for the offense.
"I love offense, but it's hard at the same time to give up that first
love. I assure you, I know my defense," Edwards said. "If there's
anything I know, it's how to coach defense."
One returning starter from last year was all-purpose producer
Jon Jon Wilson. Last year's Trigg County transfer has now found
a home on the green grass at Murray High.
Wilson racked up 1,800 yards rushing last year and could have
very well been a 2,000-yard rusher had his touches not been limited the first couple games of the season.
"Jon Jon works hard and he's a good kid." Edwards added. "He
wants to do the right thing, he wants to lead right. He's also a heck
of a football player. He's very talented. We're looking for him to
carry the load for us offensivley this year. At the same time, we've
got some other good backs back there too.
Edwards particluary pointed our Drew Stepehens and Jamie
King, as well as Tyler Glynn, who recently moved back to Murray.
"Commitment" was the word thrown around the weight room
and practice facilities at Murray High in the offseason. According
to Edwards, it has a universal meaning — and it doesn't just highlight one thing.
"I wanted our kids to be committed to the weight room, committed to spring practice and just practice in general," he said, hoping to improve upon a 5-7 record.

MI See TIGERS, 9

he 2006 season will cap the firskoll season of the Matt
4ar et
Griffin era at Murray State.
Following a disastrous'2-9.CamPitn in
5, the MSU
athletics department decided to part wars'with former
Joe Panuunzio. That paved the way for the school's
istration to Make a momadiat sent shockwaves throughout
the Ohio Valley Conference.
After4 nearly month long search process, Griffin — theu.the
head coach at OVC rival Tennessee-Martin — was hired as
M&Pisettehheolideobssil coach on Dec. 12, 2005.
Since taking over ifie-post, the former New Hampshire quarterback (1987-91) and veteran assistant coach has presided over
several changes in the Murray program in hopes of returning the
Racers to their former glory.
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MMM in Murray State
MATT GRIFFIN IS READY TO GIVE RACER
FANS A NEW TASTE OF FOOTBALL
Story by SCOTT NANNEY 'Photo by MICHAEL _DANN
The neatest thing about Murray, and the thing I've great coaches before me have had it.
enjoyearthe most, is that with all of the fund-raising you
Q — Have you thought much about the future of Racer
hay
o as a coach at this level how receptive and helpful football under your leadership?
all rums and boosters are. And it's because they love
A —We don't talk about that right now. We told the kids
this pe.That's been very gratifying. We've done things to that we have 12 one-game seasons. Right now, the only
our dWes and our locker room. I didn't do that. All of these game we've got is preseason camp. It's a different animal.
alums and boosters did that.
It's hard mentally and physically on the players, as well as
T's a lot more duties that you don't see as an assistant. on our staff. We can't talk about anything past that. We're
I'know this: All those duties, if done well, make it a better one day at a time and one play at a time. That's how we have
situatios•fur our coaclae.s..to_coa,ch in-and our players to play to take things.
in. When those things go well, you'll win a bunch of games.
Q — Off the field, has your family adjusted well to
And that's what we're here for.
Murray?
Q — What has impressed you most about the Murray
A —They really have. They really enjoy it. My wife(Lisa)
State community?
likes it. We have a great neighborhood. I've got three won-Probably our athletic administration. I'll siert with derful kids (Molly, 13; Cullen, 11; and Garrett, 5). They've
t letics director) Allen Ward. He's supportive. Thoaliwitho just started school. Our youngest, the 5-year-old, is in
don't know him need to get to know him. When they do. kindergarten, so my wife is going through a little empty nest
they will certainly understand what good hands our athletik s (syndrome) right now.
program are in and where we're going. I think the same ot
Q —Do
, you have any hobbies outside of coaching foot.,,jmen'tasketball coach) Billy Kennedy. We have a great 'ball — -;;;-::--_---7
- ,.._ 7
-...„,„......—.:.• .......i.--,--.up gin here, and it's great to work with these people.
A —ltry to spend as much Time'With my tanu'ly
— Did you know a lot about the history and tradi- ble. My career takes up so much time, and any thi4tion of the Murray State program when you agreed to love -dorifireiTtg ti -do that But I try to take
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e
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Calloway County
Coach: Josh McKeel (1st Year)
Assistants: Tracey Cleaver, Eddie Morris,
Chris Bynum, Jared Lencki, Jacob Toney,
Jody Kelso, Mancel Elam, Dustin Crouch
Last season: 1-9
Starters bade Offense 9. Defense 6
Top returnees: Nathan Clymer, Elliott Lovett,
Logan Seay, Jordan Williams, Zach
Aaron Dossey, Jon Young. Trey Travis.
Douglas Willis

Schedule:
Aug. 19 DYERSBERG TN (Pella Bowl at Ty
Holland Stadium)
Aug. 26 at Graves Co.
Sept. 1 MURRAY
Sept. 8 at Marshall Co.
Sept. 15 CRITTENDEN CO.
Sept. 22 UNION CO.
Sept. 29 OPEN
Oct. 6 at Hopkinsville
Oct. 13 HOPKINS CO. CENTRAL
Oct. 20 PADUCAH TILGH MAN
Oct. 27 at Madisonville North Hopkins

2006 Calloway County High School Football Team

The lime Is Now
MCKEEL HOPING STRONG SENIOR CLASS
WILL SHOOT LAKERS INTO POSTSEASON
look like we did. But when you look down
and dig a little deeper, we really did accomplish a lot of things last year."
Baptism by fire. That probably best
Fast forwarding to the 2006 season,
describes the first-year coaching stints of McKeel is looking to right the Lakers' ship,
Murray High's Lee Edwards and Calloway so to speak, with a team that returns 15
County's Josh McKee!.
starters, including 13 seniors and six other,
But unlike the moderate success that returning lettermen.
Edwards had at the helm
McKeel points to the senior class as the
of the Tigers, McKeel's catalyst for what will mean more wins and
Lakers failed to make losses this year.
the Class 3A state play"They're going to have to be the leaders.
offs for a third straight They're going to have to play, and they're
season.
going to have to play a lot." he said. "Our
Despite a 1-9 cam- seniors have done a good job from a leaderpaign last year, though, ship standpoint. They understand they have
McKeel still feels some 10 more games on the schedule; not guaransuccess was accom- teeing anything extra.
plished.
"Those 45 kids understand we're fightMcKeel
Among the positives ing an uphill battle at times. We've got a
were the five graduating seniors. McKeel ways to go, but it will be nice to get out
said they left CCHS as better people than there and hit someone of a different jersey
when they first came.
color."
"Wins and losses aren't the main thing.
McKeel's roster has been trimmed down
They are important. I'm not going to lie and to about 45 players, meaning a lot of playtell you I don't work awfully hard to get ers will have to play both ways. But for the
those Ws, and the 's don't hurt. But in the second-year coach knows he has 40-plus
grand scheme of things, we have a bunch of players that 'want to play.'
great kids."
"Some coaches love numbers," McKee'
Moreso, McKeel says that last year was added. "It does make practices more internot what he dreamed or envisioned as a esting when you have a lot of kids. I'm not
first-year head coach.
big on numbers. If I have kids that want to
"It definitely didn't go the way I wanted play ind that are going to pay the price, I'll
it to," he admitted. "We accomplished go out and play on Friday night
_thingslast year, although seeing 1.9 &omit -.••• 'gleamy think nrtheinng nth you' betSTORY BY MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer

ter off with the kids that want to be here. We
really want it to be about us this year. This
is not an individual game; it's just not about
that. There are two many positions and too
many roles. It's not about you," he continued.
"An offensive lineman is a perfect example. They're never going to get their name
in the paper, they're never going to get a lot
of the glory. But we have to figure out it's
about us, and we have those 13 seniors that
have played together for a long time. They
care about each other. I really think they'll
figure it out. But this year we have to build
off last year and continue to come together,
play hard and play to the end. We've got a
lot of work left to do, though."
That work will begin Saturday, when the
Lakers will play Dyersburg,Tenn. — a team
that went 10-0 last year in the Volunteer
State — in the second game of the fourth
annual Pella Bowl at Ty Holland Stadium.
McKeel is counting on speed to be a key
for the Lakers this season, adding that his
team has "got some guys that can run, and
that's something we haven't had in a long
time here."
One other feather in McKeel's cap is the
eight-man coaching staff he's put in place.
Last season, Calloway picked up former
Marshall County head coach Tracey
Cleaver to run the defense. Cleaver will
assume those same duties this year.
But the biggest addition came just a

'

SOO LAKER'S,"9

Home Games In All Caps)

Roster:
I — Trey Travis, junior, RS/LB
2— Douglass Willis, junior, WR/D13
3 — TyreN Willis, freshman, REI/DE
5 — Hunter Seay, freshman, WR/DB
6 — Clay Choate, sophomore, QR/D8
7 — Derek Knits, senior, TE/TIT
8 — Casey Brockman, sophomore, QB/LB
10 — Chase Chrisman, senior, WR/D13
11 — Ashley Heppe, freshman, WRAI
12 — Seth Asher, senior, K
15 — Jordan Burkeen, freshman, QI3/12
16.— Blake Lencki, junior, WR/DB
17 — Keaton Duncan, freshman, 7E1.13
21— Chris Dobbins, sophomore, WR/D13
22 — Josh lAtiepage, junior, RI3/DB
24 — Logan Burks, freshman, RB/LB
25 — Logan Seay, senior, QB/DB
28 — CJ. Dial, sophomore, WR/D6
30— Jon Young, senior, RB/LB
31 — Jordan PAINams, senior, WR/DB
32 — Justin Hill, freshman, WRDB
33— George Garner, sophomore, WR/DB
15 — John Garland, sophomore, 18/DC
36 — Jordan Roberts, junior, WRA-B
40— Aaron Dossey, senior, 18/LB
42 — Nathan Clymer. senior, RI3/12
45 — Shawn Jenkins, junior, WR/DB
50— Grant Barrow, junior, GAS
SI — Levi Scarbrough, junior, CAB
52 — Nick Calhoon, freshman, CAB
53 — Josh Humphreys, freshman, OL/DE
54— Nyie Crittendon, freshman, OL/DL
55 — Jeremy Neal, sophomore, G/DL
56 — Scott Barrett, freshman, OL/DL
61— Nick Waters, junior, G/DE
62 — Jacob Burks, junior, G/DE
63 — Wes Burris, senior, G/DE
66— Elliott Lovett, senior, C/DE
70 — Kevin Kelly, junior, T/DT
72 — Paul Flores, freshman, MAIL
73— Zech Miller, senior, T/DT
77 — Grant Williams, freshman, T/DT
78 — Wesley Potts, freshman, T/DT
79 — BIN Cornett junior, T/DT
82 — Jordan Gewn,junior, IVR/De
83— ErIc McClure,*dog TE/LB
89— Justin Hanes, sophomore, RBAJ3
90— Steven Den, senior. WR/DB
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From Page 5
With commitment comes patience to
stay the course. Edwards wants his squad to
remember that while the Xs and Os are
important, finishing what's been started is
also critical.
"I want our kids to battle. That is first
and foremost — and maybe last. If we will
battle, I will feel good about who we are in
the end," Edwards said. "Don't get me
wrong, our goal: Play 15 games. I don't
care who thinks we're crazy for talking like
that. I know there's Mayfield. I know what
our record was last year, and I know what
our record has been lately against
Mayfield. But that's our goal, and we're not
going to strive for anything less.
Ultimately, it's just about what does it take
to get to those 15 games?"
That goal begins Friday, when the Tigers
take on the season's first opponent, Dyer
County, Tenn., in the fourth annual Pella
Bowl, which will be held at Ty Holland
Stadium.
Edwards admits that he graduated a
group of seniors last year who proyided
veteran leadership in key positions. But, at
the same time, he says he didn't waste any
time getting his new players acclimated to
their positions and to the program.
Preparations for this season started in
January — less than two months after the

Tigers wrapped up Edwards' inaugural
MHS campaign.
"It's not like this is going to be a new
thing for these guys that have got to take
over. We started in the offseason and just
tried to slowly build them into what they
need to be," Edwards said. -They've done
a good job and have stepped up. I'm happy
with the direction in which we are going."
And with a year of head coaching experience under his belt, as well. Edwards
believes that he's smart enough to learn
from the past — both postive and negative.
"It was a true learning experience. There
were some parts of it that went better than
I'd hoped and there were some parts that
never lived up the dreams that I was inspiring for.
"I guess that's just part of it. That's just
the way it goes. There's no way to fully be
ready for that first of being a head coach.
But the thing is, anything worth anything in
life, it's going to be tough. I don't have
regrets. I put myself in this position, I like
a challenge. Don't get me wrong, there
were some Saturday mornings that I wasn't
so sure. Obviously, we're a month into
this, and I just feel like things have gone a
lot more smoothly," he said. "It helps just
knowing the ropes and knowing that a year
ago we did 'this' and 'this' didn't work, so
let's do it differently this year. That's
helped a lot."
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From Page 8
month ago, when the Lakers were able to
get former Fulton County alum Mancel
Elam. Elam, who led the Pilots to an
impressive 6-5 record last year, tendered his
resignation at Fulton County in late summer. McKeel is more than pleased to have
him on board.
"I've learned that by being a good head
coach you hire better assistants," McKeel
said. "I've been blessed with the addition of
Coach Clever, and now Coach Elam. I hate
what happened to him. He was at his alma
mater and did a fantastic job.
"Coach Elam and I played together at
Murray State. One of my goals when 1 was
hired was to put together one of the best
staffs in western Kentucky, and I can say
right now I would put my staff against any
other."
Highlighting the Laker offense this year
will be Logan Seay, who returns as the starting quarterback. Seay threw for 530-plus
yards last year, but the Calloway offense
struggled, getting outscored 316-159.
"Logan's going to have to play, and he's
going to have to play well," said McKeel.
"He's a phoenomal athlete. ... He's not the
type of quarterback that we've had in the
past — the drop back passer like a Brandon
Steele — but he can do some things. He can
run and he can make things happen. He's a
play-maker."

McKeel also looks to players like Elliott
Lovett — someone he says has to be a
leader on the offensive line, along with
Chase Chrisman and Trey Travis.
"I look for both of those guys to have
breakout seasons," he said. "They really
almost have to for us."
Defensively, McKeel pointed to emotional leaders like Nathan Clymer, Aaron
Dossey, Douglass Willis and Jordan
Williams.
"We have some depth at the skill positions, as far as Offense. I think a lot of my
guys will get some rest on defense," said
McKee!. "Up front, we're going to have to
play ironman football. We're low on lineman, like most people in the state are."
If nothing else, the future does look
bright for McKeel, who's upcoming freshman class went 8-0 last year. meaning that
many incoming freshmen can expect to see
some time on the varsity level this year.
But preparing freshmen to play at a higher level has been a catch-22 for McKeel.
"Mentally, we as coaches have to get
them ready to play. Physically, that's part us
— and part them," he said. "Will a 14-yearold freshman ever be able to play against an
18-year-old senior? No. But I'm a big
believer in we're going to play the best 11
that we've got. And if it's a 14-year-old
freshman, then it's a 14-year-old freshman."
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II Defense ...
From Page 4

Spinks.
"We're pretty impressive back there,"
DEFENSE
Even more of a concern for Griffin is the claimed Griffin. "We've got four corners
depth along the defensive line, where sen- that can cover you one-on-one, which is
iors Gerald Goldberg and Barry Thomas will what you've got to do if you want to preshave to provide some veteran leadership for sure people. ... Certainly, J.R. Webber is as
good a football player as I've been around in
an otherwise young unit.
"We're fortunate that we've got a few a long time."
SPECIAL TEAMS
freshmen there that I think we have to play
On this unit, the Racers appear solid with
this year," he said. "They've really come on
and been pleasant surprises so far. They're the return of punter Tim Wright and placegoing to take their lumps, but we've just got kicker Gary Crass, another in a long line of
to battle through it.
It's a really good former Murray High kickers to have success
at MSU.
group, but they're young."
Wright, a senior, averaged 35.5 yards per
A local product — former Murray High
standout Nathan Williams — will anchor the punt last season and dropped 15 kicks inside
linebacking corps. Assisting the 6-2, 230- the opponents' 20-yard line, drawing rave
pound junior will be sophomore Vincent reviews from Griffin.
"We're real fortunate there because
Coley and a stable of freshmen candidates,
we've
got a guy like Timmy Wright, who
led by Carl Finkes and Tamar Butler.
"Nathan certainly leads us there,- Griffin has a real strong league," he said. "We've
said. "He's our best player at that position. changed some things with him this summer
that I think will help make him better, and
... He's an extremely hard worker."
Those most depth and experience on the he's really responded well. ... I don't really
unit can be found in the secondary, where think he knows how talented he is."
Freshman Sean O'Brien is expected to
free safety and co-captain J.R Webber
the kickoff duties.
inherit
resides. Offering help at the safety spots will
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times
be junior Jay Burgett, a Mayfield product,
Junior
linebacker
Nathan Williams parsophomore Will Werner, junior Chris
Fountain, senior Michael Sturgis and fresh- ticipates in a tackling drill with fellow
linebacker Karl Finkes (35) during a
man Taylor Lanigan.
Junior Derrick Parrott leads the way at recent practice. Williams, a Murray High
the cornerback position, followed by junior product, is the top returning player on
Koji Farrington and sophomore Dominic the Racer defense.
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL PREVIEW UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE
Conch: Bobby Petnno (29-8 fourth season 298 overall)
Last seeees: 9-3, 5-2 Big East Conference
Offense: Multiple
Delsous: 4-3
Starters retunineest 17/1 1
Letteneee retrainee* 53/13
Ken Plows — Quarterback Bnan Brohm. running back Michael Bush, wide receiver Mane
Urrutia, center Enc Wood, defensive tackle
Amoebi Okoye, linebacker Nate Hams, cornerback Rod Council. placekicker Art Caidtkly

The Next Step
CARDS ENTER BIG EAST WITH WISDOM FROM FIRST YEAR
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
Louisville Cardinals entered their first season in the Big East last fall whispering
about a shot at the national championship.
They ended it with star quarterback
Brian Brohm on crutches and All-American
defensive end Elvis Dumervil getting
stomped on — literally — by Virginia Tech
quarterback Marcus Vick in a Gator Bowl
loss.
The Cardinals begin year two in the Big
East with the similar expectations, only this
time with the wisdom gained from their
good — but not quite great — conference
debut.
It's not that the Cardinals look at 2005 as
a disappointment. Going 9-3 and making it
to a New Year's bowl game for the first time
in 15 years is a pretty big deal.
"A 9-3 season, it's good," said senior
running back Michael Bush, who set a
school-record with 24 touchdowns.

Sclera*

"Louisville used to be what? 4-7. So 9-3 is
great. There aren't a lot of teams that get to
9-3."
But Bush knows there aren't a lot of
teams that enter 2006 featuring two
Heisman Trophy candidates and a somewhat friendly schedule that allows them to
face their two toughest tests — Sept. 16
against Miami and Nov. 2 against defending
Big East champion West Virginia — at
home.
Bush said the ingredients for a special
season are in place if the Cardinals can take
the lessons they learned a year ago and
apply it when it counts.
"We've just got to finish the game, that's
the big thing," he said. "In the fourth quarter, we just need to keep pounding and
pounding it and not let up.Between Bush and Brohm — who has
fully recovered from a knee injury suffered
in a win over Syracuse last November —

Sept. 3 — KENTUCKY, 7 p.m
the Cardinals have as potent a one-two comSept. 9 — at Temple, 11 p.m.
bination as there is in the country. The
Sept. 16 — MIAMI (FLA.), 2:30 p.m.
Louisville natives are being tabbed "The
Sept. 23 — at Kansas State, TBA
Derby City Duo" by the school's §ports
Oct. 6 — at Middle Tennessee State. 8 p.m.
information department as part of their
Oct. 14 — CINCINATTI, TBA
Heisman Trophy campaign.
Oct. 21 — at Syracuse, TBA
"There's really no ceiling," said Brohm,
Nov. 2 — WEST VIRGINIA, 6130 p.m.
the Big East's Offensive Player of the Year
Nov. 9 — at Rutgers, 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 18 — SOUTH FLORIDA, TBA
last season after throwing for 2,883 yards
Nov. 25 — at Pittsburgh, TBA
and 19 touchdowns. "Our •goal,,is to be the
Dec. 2 — CONNECTICUT, TBA
number offense in the country."
Al Times Central, Horne Games In Caps)
Brohm won't lack for options. Between
returning wide receivers Mario Urrutia and center on the line, which will feature three
Harry Douglas and transfers Pat Carter, new starters after veterans Jason Spitz,
Corey Thompson and Chris Vaughn, there Travis Leffew and Jeremy Darveau moved
will be plenty of volunteers on third down. on.
"We just want to keep pushing each
Sophomore George Bussey
has
other," said Douglas."There doesn't need to impressed coach Bobby Petrino with his
be one guy for Brian to go to. But we all athleticism, and there's enough depth that
want to be the one getting the ball on the big center Eric Wood isn't worried about the
plays."
unit's performance no matter who is on the
The only real question marks offensively field.
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Let's Go Bowling?
UK HOPING TO SURPRISE DOUBTERS WITH A BOWL TRIP
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Rich
Brooks kicked off his fourth year as
Kentucky's football coach by humorously addressing the elephant in the room:
whether he would be back for a fifth.
"Here we are again," said Brooks,
taking the microphone at the annual
media day. "I know some of you may be
surprised. I hope I can surprise you
again this year."
It's an understated, almost secretive
confidence Brooks and his young team
are exuding in the early days of summer
practice.
•
Brooks is just 9-25 record in three
seasons at Kentucky, with only four
Southeastern Conference victories —
two each against Vanderbilt and
Mississippi State — to his credit.
Most pundits seem to be predicting
another subpar season followed by a
swift coaching change.
So throw cockiness out the window as
a rallying cry for these Wildcats.
Instead, they're relying on the element
of surprise, fueled by some healed
wounds and a fiercer attitude.
"We haven't had a chance to showcase our mentality yet," said linebacker
Wesley Woodyard, who led the Wildcats
Casadc Rich Brooks (9-25. 4th season; 100134-4 21 years overall)
Last season: 3-8. 2-5 Southeastern Conference
Offense: Multiple
Defense: 4-3
Starters ratunvinghost 14/8
Lettennes returning/lost 49/22
NO Players — Running back Rafael Little, wide
receiver Keenan Burton, quarterback Andre
Woddson, quarterback Curtis Pulley. center
Matt McCutchan. linebacker Wesley Woodyard
linebacker Joe Schuler
Schedule:
Sep 3 — at Louisville, 7 p.m.
Sept 9 — TEXAS STATE, 5 p.m.
Sept 16 — MISSISIPPI, 5 p.m.
Sept 23 — at Florida, TBA
Sept 30 — CENTRAL MICHIGAN, 5 p m
Oct. 7 — SOUTH CAROLINA. 6 p m.
Oct. 14 — at Louisiana State, TBA
Oct. 28 — at Mississippi State, TBA
Nov 4 — GEORGIA, Noon
Nov 11 — VANDERBILT. Noon
Nov 18 — LOUISANA-MONROE. Noon
Nov 25 — at Tennessee, TBA
(All times Centre'. Home Games In Caps)

with 100 tackles last season.
If any player on the team personifies
Kentucky's quiet confidence, it's senior
center Matt McCutchan. He has been
with Kentucky all three years under
Brooks, playing
last
the
two.
McCutchan lobbied the NCAA to give
him a sixth year of eligibility because of
injuries he sustained while at Navy,
where he played two years before transferring to Kentucky prior to the 2003
season.
Leaving on last year's down note just
wasn't an option, McCutchan said, not
when he firmly believes he can help the
Wildcats to their first bowl game since
1999.
"It's us against the
world,"
McCutchan said. "They can think
they've got an easy target when they see
us on the schedule, but we're coming to
play and we're going to get after you."
Despite several key departures on
offense, many of the top skill position
players remain.
Scoring could go from a weakness to
a strength, even though Brooks has yet
to settle on a starting quarterback
between sophomore speedster Curtis
Pulley and junior pocket-passer Andre
Woodson, who led the team last year.
Brooks insists the dilemma isn't that
neither quarterback has stepped up in
preseason practice. If anything, it's been
the opposite.
Woodson and Pulley say Brooks has
insisted they play for themselves and
their teammates, not just to save his job.
But both quarterbacks acknowledge they
feel some pressure to keep their coach
off the hot seat.
"Obviously these coaches recruited
us, they brought us here because they
wanted us to play for them," Pulley said.
"We're working as hard as we can. We'd
like to see them stay here because
they're working as hard as we're working."
Although three of last year's four top
wide receivers have departed, junior
Keenan Burton returns. Burton dazzled
at times last year despite injuries that
limited his playing time.
The most electric player on offense is
running backfkick returner Rafael Little,
who made the first-team all-SEC as an
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Kentucky center Matt McCutchan, left, and coach Rich Brooks share a lighter
moment dunng the Kentucky football team's Media Day in Lexington.
all-purpose player and second-team as a hurdle right now. It's still in the back of
running back a year ago.
your mind. You tore an ACL and you're
Kentucky returns its three starting trying to see how it's going to hold up
linebackers on defense, but must find a on you."
way to replace half of its defensive line
The players know a lot has to fall into
and most of its secondary. Senior Karl place if their visions of a bowl game will
Booker and three sophomores are bat- become reality. The team has a tough
tling for the cornerback slots.
opener Sept. 3 at Louisville, but the rest
Brooks is hoping the defensive line of the non-conference schedule —
will be solidified by two players who against Texas State, Central Michigan
saw little playing time a year ago due to and Louisiana-Monroe — should be easinjuries. Ricky Abren was a freshman ier.
standout in 2004, but a wrist injury lim"If everyone could stay healthy this
ited him to five tackles last year. Lamar year, I think we could be pretty good,"
Mills was having the game of his career Woodson said. "I know, we've said that
in last year's opener against Louisville quite a few years and it hasn't happened,
when he hurt his knee and was sidelined but we have a lot of talent, a lot of depth
for the remainder of the season.
this season. I think a lot of people are
"Physically I'm in pretty good going to be considering us as another
shape," Mills said. "Mentally, that's the joke."
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